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In January 1910, Paris experienced a calamity so grave that it jostled the metropolis out of its self-content stupor and triggered debates on civilizational ideals, urban planning, modern world’s obsession with material comforts and the environmental cost of progress. More than the scale of destruction, it was the manner of its unfolding which had stunned the world. The water level in Siene river rose dramatically and the Parisians were caught unawares as they woke up to what is often described as ‘the flood of the century.’ For a city which had distinguished itself as an emblem of ‘progress’ in most senses of the word, this was a wake up call which changed the way people thought about development and urbanisation. Reacting to the events Gandhi observed:

Nature works unceasingly according to her own laws, but man violates them constantly. In different ways and at different times, Nature tells man that there is nothing in the world which is not subject to change. This river in Paris rose in such a heavy flood that huge buildings were washed off...The people of Paris had built the city to last for ever. Nature has given a warning that even whole of Paris may be destroyed.

Since Paris 1910, both episodes of environmental/ industrial calamities as well as ecological degradation has continued unabated. Moreover, each time we are struck with a disaster, assessment reports are replete with statistical data on human and commercial cost of calamity, which in turn are quantified as monitory compensations and state interventions aimed at infrastructure reconstruction. Almost each time, we fail to assess, or even factor in environmental cost of such calamities. In modern world’s cantankerous swoop towards progress, Gandhi detected a self-destructive impulse. For him, this insatiable pursuit of material prosperity was the bane of modern civilization. As someone who remained a lifelong votary of rural cottage industry and decentralised administration, Gandhi saw the twin drives towards urbanisation and industrialisation as a worrying civilisational tendency. In his groundbreaking bestseller Small is Beautiful: A study of economics as if people mattered (1973), German born British economist E.F Schumacher argues that modern economies and developmental paradigms have committed the grave error of treating nature as an expendable income, and not
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GETTING READY FOR UPCOMING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN BANKS

Arti S

There are few prestigious careers in the country which are possible with a qualification as simple as graduation. One is Civil Services for which the process is conducted by Union Public Service Commission (UPSC) every year. The other is a career in government owned banks which may be possible by qualifying in the examination conducted by the Institute of Banking Personnel Selection (IBPS). This article is about the latter. Banks in India, particularly the government owned (Public Sector) banks provide an excellent career option to young people, so there is no surprise that more and more young people are drawn towards them for a meaningful and long lasting career. When a small survey was conducted amongst jobseekers to understand why they are keen to join a government bank, the following points were made most commonly:

- The eligibility norms are simple
- The selection process is completely transparent, democratic and fair
- The selection process is completed in a time bound manner
- The service conditions are well defined with pay, allowances and other benefits to the employees
- There are good opportunities for promotion
- In our social structure working in a bank is considered much prestigious
- Opportunities are available across the country

Few other positive observations were also made. But whatever has been said above should be enough to consider banking as a career for those who possess the required aptitude.

The way banks have expanded their network in the country has few parallels in the world. In July 1969, 14 major banks of the country were nationalised. The next phase of nationalization happened in 1980 when 6 more banks were nationalised. Banks were asked to play a major role in socio-economic development of our nation. Large number of bank branches were opened in villages and in other far-off areas which have been hitherto unrepresented in banking facilities. After merger of Dena Bank and Vijaya Bank in Bank of Baroda, now there are 18 nationalised banks.

Regional Rural Banks came into existence through an ordinance issued in the year 1975. This ordinance was replaced by Regional Rural Banks Act in 1976. After reorganization now there are about 55 RRBS in the country. Since a large number of people work in these (public sector/regional rural) banks, there is regular turnover of employees. A number of employees superannuate, many get promoted to higher positions and few move to other organizations. To fill the gap so caused, these banks have to recruit fresh people periodically and therein lies the opportunity for our young friends who want to have a career in banking.

Basically banks have three levels of employment for freshers-subordinate staff, clerks and officers. There are very limited vacancies for subordinates’ positions and selection doesn’t take place on all India basis. So, in this article we’re going to cover the selection process for general banking officers and clerks only. A major segment of these employees in banks, directly attend to customer requirements. A smaller
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**BIMSTEC and its Importance**

BIMSTEC, a grouping of seven countries led by India, is seen as an emerging as an alternative regional engagement platform.

The Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation or the BIMSTEC was formed in 1997. It consists of Bangladesh, India, Myanmar, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Nepal and Bhutan as its member states. Founded in 1997, BIMSTEC acts as a bridge between South Asia and South East Asia, which are home to 1.5 billion people - nearly 21 per cent of the world population - and has a combined gross domestic product (GDP) of USD 3.5 trillion (approx Rs 240 lakh crores).

India is keen to enhance regional cooperation under BIMSTEC as SAARC has not been able to achieve its goals completely. The decision to invite BIMSTEC leaders for Prime Minister Narendra Modi's swearing-in ceremony on May 30, 2019 is an indication.

Bangladesh President Abdul Hamid, Sri Lankan President Maithripala Sirisena, Myanmar President U Win Myint, Bhutanese Prime Minister Lotay Tshering, Nepal's Prime Minister K P Sharma Oli and special envoy of Thailand, Minister Grisada Boonrach, were present when Narendra Modi took oath for the second consecutive term as Prime Minister.

Interestingly, in 2014, Prime Minister Narendra Modi, in a major initiative to reach out to the neighbourhood, had invited all SAARC leaders, including the then Pakistan Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif for his swearing-in ceremony.

Nawaz Sharif's attendance had filled India's hopes of better Indo-Pak ties. The two leaders also had raised hopes of better Indo-Pak economic relations.

The BIMSTEC Summit is now seen as an important overlay to the neighbourhood policy.

A few days after taking charge, External Affairs Minister S Jaishankar while speaking at a seminar in New Delhi said that the implementation of developmental projects in neighbouring countries and elsewhere will be one of his key focus areas.

He also said regional connectivity is going to be a key priority for India and BIMSTEC could be a key vehicle for economic prosperity and regional integration.

BIMSTEC, according to him, was witnessing a great deal of positive energy and so it was decided to leverage that and invite the leaders of the nations of this grouping to the swearing-in ceremony of the new government.

Jaishankar said there was enormous scope for improving India's record in implementation of projects and that he is making personally moral status of various key projects to ensure their speedy implementation.

Noting that South Asia was among the least interconnected regions in the world, he said India will look towards BIMSTEC to spur growth in the region.

The importance India attaches to BIMSTEC can also be gauged by the first official trips undertaken by Prime Ministers Narendra Modi and External Affairs Minister Jaishankar after assuming office. While Modi visited the Maldives and Sri Lanka, Jaishankar went to Bangladesh.

BIMSTEC has identified 14 priority areas where a member country takes lead. India is lead country for Transport & Communication, Tourism, Environment & Disaster Management and Counter Terrorism & Transnational Crime.

The South Asian Association of Regional Cooperation (SAARC) was created in 1965 and has an expression of the region's collective decision to evolve a regional cooperative framework. The eight member countries in SAARC are Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Nepal, Maldives, Pakistan and Sri Lanka. It also has nine observers - China, EU, Iran, Republic of Korea, Australia, Japan, Mauritius, Myanmar and the USA.

In January 2018, the government had informed the Lok Sabha that SAARC has been unable to achieve its potential as key initiatives, including in the important area of connectivity, had been held back due to lack of response or obstructionist approach of Pakistan.

Though India did not participate in the BIMSTEC Summit, it has been taking various initiatives including asymmetrical responsibilities for enhancing regional cooperation under SAARC.

India launched the South Asia Satellite, a first of its kind initiative, in May 2017. The project has wide ranging applications in health, education, disaster response, weather forecasting and communications.

About BIMSTEC

BIMSTEC is a regional organisation comprising seven member states lying in the littoral area of the Bay of Bengal constituting a contiguous regional unity.

This sub-regional organisation came into being on June 6, 1997 through the Bangkok Declaration. Initially, the economic bloc was formed with four member states - BIST-EC (Bangladesh, India, Sri Lanka and Thailand Economic Cooperation).

After the inclusion of Myanmar on December 22, 1997 at a special ministerial meeting in Bangkok, the group was renamed ‘BIMST-EC’ (Bangladesh, India, Myanmar, Sri Lanka and Thailand Economic Cooperation).

With the admission of Nepal and Bhutan at the 6th ministerial meeting (February 2004, Thailand), the name of the grouping was changed to BIMSTEC.

BIMSTEC has established a platform for intra-regional cooperation between SAARC on one hand and ASEAN and ADB on the other.

The objective of such an alliance was to harness shared and accelerated growth through mutual cooperation in different areas of common interests by mitigating the onslaught of globalisation and by utilising regional resources and geographical advantages.

BIMSTEC is a sector-driven cooperative organisation, unlike many other regional groupings. Starting with six sectors-trade, technology, energy, transport, tourism and fisheries - for sectoral cooperation, it expanded to embrace nine more sectors - culture, public health, poverty alleviation, counter-terrorism, environment, culture, people to people contact and climate change - in 2008.

The grouping functions according to the founding principles of BIMSTEC as laid down in the Bangkok Declaration and directions given by the leaders of the member states.

The founding principles of BIMSTEC are:

* Cooperation within BIMSTEC will be based on respect for the principle of sovereignty equality, territorial integrity, political independence, non-interference in internal affairs, peaceful co-existence and mutual benefit.
* Cooperation within BIMSTEC will constitute an addition to and not be a substitute for bilateral, regional or multilateral cooperative involving the member states.

The chairmanship of BIMSTEC rotates among the member states. Currently, Sri Lanka is the chair of BIMSTEC. The first chair was Bangladesh while India has headed it twice (2000, 2006-2008).

BIMSTEC meets regularly at different levels. Each type of meeting is based on the cooperative responsibilities, but is closely interrelated to one another. The country holding the chairmanship of BIMSTEC is responsible for the conduct of cooperation meetings, including the BIMSTEC Summit, ministerial meeting, senior officials' meeting and BIMSTEC working group meeting.

The BIMSTEC Summit is regarded as the highest policy making decisions in the BIMSTEC process. According to norms, the summit should be held every two years, as possible. The first summit was held in Kathmandu in 2003 while the last summit - the fourth in order - was held in Kathmandu in 2018.

Ministerial meetings cover the area of foreign affairs and the trade and economic ministerial meetings monitors the progress in the trade and investment sector as well as FTA policy.

At the fourth BIMSTEC Summit in Kathmandu in 2018, the member countries among other decision affirmed their solemn commitment to making the Bay of Bengal Regional Peaceful, prosperous and sustainable by building on cooperation strengths through collective efforts.

They recognised that eradication of poverty is the greatest regional challenge in realisation of development objectives and committed to work together for the implementation of the Agenda.

**Tata Institute of Social Sciences School of Vocational Education**

(Deemed to be a University as under Section 3 of the University Grants Commission Act, 1956)

Admission open for Graduate & Postgraduate Programs for 2019 Session at Gurugram

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the Course</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Eligibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Vocational Education (B.Voc)</td>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>12th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Graduate diploma in HR &amp; Management</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>Graduate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Marketing (Professional)</td>
<td>6 Months</td>
<td>10th Onwards</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Salient Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earn while you learn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internship in each semester with Stipend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full time Degree recognized by Govt. of India</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tata Institute of Social Sciences School of Vocational Education**

*What after 12th? Graduation & Postgraduate Programs for 2019 Session at Gurugram*

**Name of the Course**

| Bachelor of Vocational Education (B.Voc) | 3 years | 12th |
| Post Graduate diploma in HR & Management | 1 year | Graduate |
| Digital Marketing (Professional) | 6 Months | 10th Onwards |
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*What after 12th? Graduation & Postgraduate Programs for 2019 Session at Gurugram*
Main threats | Some underlying causes
---|---
**Threats in terrestrial areas**

Degradation, destruction and fragmentation of natural habitats | Spread of the urbanised areas, road network and industrial areas and associated problems (noise, pollution);

|  | Abandonment of former agricultural practices that were favourable to biodiversity |

Decrease in the capacity of the agricultural areas to host wildlife | Intensification of agricultural practices (yielding pollution and disturbance) and disappearance of landscape elements that provide food and shelter that are exploitable by wildlife (such as hedges, trees, ponds, etc.)

Pollution of soils, air and water | Excess of heavy metals (industry, roads), pollutants, unnatural pesticides (agriculture) and other pollutants

Invasions by alien species | International trade and transport (roads, railways, rivers), gardening practices, exotic trees in forestry, exotic pets released in the wild, climate change, etc.

Epidemics affecting wildlife | Arrivals of pathogens that are favoured by the introduction of exotic species, pollution and the destruction of habitats

Climate change | Carbon emissions, deforestation and other land use changes due to human activities

Dissociation of soils and wetlands | Excess pumping of underground water tables

Recreation and leisure | Overuse of green open spaces and wild areas, loss of respect for nature, mountain biking and motor sports in fragile areas, dogs not on lease

**Threats in marine areas**

Overfishing and decline of species | Industrial fishing, overexploitation of target species, by-catch species

|  | Pollution and eutrophication |

Degradation and destruction of the sea floor | Beams trawling, dredging, sand and gravel extraction

Alien species introductions | Maritime trade (ballast waters, fouling), leisure navigation, mariculture, climate change

Leisure and tourism | Coastal development, water quality in summer (high population), mechanical beach cleaning, noise and other perturbations due to the high population

**Convention on Biological Diversity**

A major step forward in the conservation of biodiversity, the sustainable use of its components, and the fair and equitable sharing of benefits arising from the use of genetic resources, is the Convention on Biological Diversity, or CBD. It is an international agreement adopted at the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development, or the Earth Summit, in Rio de Janeiro, in 1992. The Convention entered into force on 29 December 1993. It showed the world community’s growing commitment to sustainable development. It has three main objectives: a) to conserve biological diversity

|  | b) to use its components in a sustainable way and

|  | c) to share fairly and equitably the benefits arising from the use of genetic resources.

**Cartagena Protocol**

The Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety to the Convention on Biological Diversity is an international treaty governing the movements of living modified organisms (LMOs) resulting from modern biotechnology from one country to another. It was adopted on 29 January 2000 as a supplementary agreement to the Convention on Biological Diversity and entered into force on 11 September 2003. The objective of this Protocol is to contribute to ensuring an adequate level of protection in the field of the safe transfer, handling and use of living modified organisms resulting from modern biotechnology that may have adverse effects on the conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity, taking also into account risks to human health, and specifically focusing on transboundary movements.

**Nagoya Protocol on Access and Benefit-sharing**

The Nagoya Protocol on Access to Genetic Resources and the Fair and Equitable Sharing of Benefits Arising from their Utilization to the Convention on Biological Diversity is an international agreement which focuses on the sharing of the benefits arising from the utilization of genetic resources in a fair and equitable way. It was adopted on 29 October 2010 in Nagoya, Japan, and entered into force on 12 October 2014. It provides a transparent legal framework for the effective implementation of one of the three objectives of the CBD: the fair and equitable sharing of benefits arising out of the utilisation of genetic resources. The Nagoya Protocol applies to genetic resources that are covered by the CBD, and to the benefits arising from their utilisation. The Nagoya Protocol also covers traditional knowledge associated with genetic resources that are covered by the CBD and the benefits arising from its utilisation.
Apprentices Training School, Naval Ship Repair Yard
Naval Base Kochi 682004

ENROLMENT FOR APPRENTICESHIP TRAINING IN DESIGNATED Trades

1. The Naval Ship Repair Yard, Kochi invites applications from ITI qualified candidates (male/female) in various designated trades for enrolment into Apprenticeship Training at Naval Ship Repair Yard under Apprenticeship Act 1961 read in conjunction with Apprenticeship Rules 1992. A total of 172 vacancies as per trade distribution shown below will be filled up:

ONE YEAR TRAINING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SL. NO.</th>
<th>APPRENTICESHIP TRADE</th>
<th>VACANCIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>Electrician</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>Electronic Mechanic</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>Machinist</td>
<td>09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>Turner</td>
<td>07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>Welder (Gas &amp; Electrical)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>Painter (General)</td>
<td>08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>Electroplater</td>
<td>05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>Mechanic Motor Vehicle</td>
<td>02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>Computer Operation of Programming Assistant</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>Mechanic Refrigeration &amp; Air Conditioning (MRAC)</td>
<td>08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>Filter</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>Specialised in Engineering Assistant</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>Shipwright (Wood) / Carpenter</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>Sheet Metal Worker(SMW)</td>
<td>08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>Diesel Mechanic</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>Tailor (General)</td>
<td>04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>Cutting and Sewing Machine Operator</td>
<td>04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>Mechanic Instrument (Aircraft)</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>Electrician (Aircraft)</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>Mechanic Radio and Radar Aircraft</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td></td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Reservation of Vacancies:
(a) SC/ST and OBC: Vacancies for SC 1:10 and for ST 1:100 are in accordance with Sl. 13 of Schedule-II A (See Rule 5) of Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship Notification dated 16 Jun 19.
(b) For Physically Handicapped: 3% of vacancies for Apprenticeship training reserved vide Para III chapter II of the Apprentices Act 1961.

3. Eligibility Conditions:
(a) Qualifications: Matric / Std X with a minimum of 50% marks & ITI Examination (Provisional National Trade Certificate acceptable) in relevant Trade with aggregate 65% marks.
(b) Age: The upper age limit is 21 years as on 01 Oct 2019. Upper age is relaxable by five years for SC/ST candidates as per MOD Letter No. FM/04/2/1278(DN-II) dated 14 Nov 1996 and three years for OBCs vide Sl. 4 of G.I., Dept of Per. & Trg., O.M. No. 36012/2293-Estt. (SC), dated 22-10-93.
(c) Minimum Physical Standards: Height 150 cms, Weight not less than 45 Kgs, Chest expansion not less than 5 cms, Eye sight 6/6 to 6/9 (6/9 corrected with glasses), Ears clear of wax, External & Internal organs to be normal in accordance with The Apprentices Act 1961 and the rules framed vide letter No. FM/442/1278(DN-II) GOI, MOD dated 14 Nov 1996.
(d) Previous Training: Candidates who have already undergone Apprenticeship training vide para III chapter II of the Apprentices Act 1961 in any Govt./Public Sector/Private Industrial Organization are not eligible.

4. Stipend: Monthly Stipend as per prescribed rates will be paid as per extant government rules and regulations.
5. Selection procedure: Preliminary selection will be made on the basis of marks obtained in Matric & ITI Examination. Candidates in the Preliminary Merit list will be called for written test and oral exam by call letters. Qualified candidates in written and oral examination will be issued Medical Examination Forms (MEF) and Police Clearance Certificate (PCC) for completion and submitting back as per scheduled date to Apprentice Training School, Naval Ship Repair Yard, Kochi. On receipt of MEF & PCC before the scheduled date, a merit list will be prepared and accordingly joining letters will be forwarded to the selected candidates to report to NSRY(K) on 15 Oct 19 for commencement of the training.
7. Travel Expenses: No travel expenses are admissible for candidates called for written/oral Examination.
8. Boarding/Lodging: Candidates called for written / interview examinations are to arrange their own boarding and lodging. No Accommodation will be provided to candidates by the Naval Ship Repair Yard, Kochi during the entire selection Process.
9. Application: To be forwarded as per format given below, by GENERAL POST ONLY and addressed only to Admiral Superintendent (for Officer-in-Charge, Apprentices Training School), Naval Ship Repair Yard, Naval Base, Kochi – 682004, so as to reach latest by 23 Jul 19.
10. The applications should be accompanied by:
(a) Passport Size Photographs (06 Copies)
(b) Attested copy of SSC/Matriculation Marks Sheet and proof of date of birth
(c) Attested copy of ITI Marks Sheet
(d) Attested copy of Community certificate (for SC/ST/OBC only)
(e) Attested copy of Certificates of Physical Disability (if applicable)
(f) Certificate, if son/daughter of Armed Forces personnel/Ex-Serviceman (as applicable)
(g) Certificate, if son/daughter of Defence Civilian/Dockyard Employees (as applicable)
(h) Copy of Character certificate signed by Gazetted Officer
(i) Attested copy of PAN and Aadhar Card of candidates (Compulsory)

11. Employment: As per Apprenticeship Act-1961, it shall not be obligatory for Naval Ship Repair Yard, Kochi to employ Apprentice on completion of the training. Recruitment is undertaken as per Recruitment Rules promulgated by the Govt. of India.

12. Incomplete/erroneous applications will be rejected: Applications received after due date and incomplete applications will be rejected and no further correspondence in this regard will be entertained.

NOTE: ALL APPLICATIONS TO BE SENT BY GENERAL POST ONLY

APPLICATION FORMAT

[Signature of the Applicant]
VACANCY CIRCULAR

Applications are invited for filling up of one vacancy in the grade of Library & Information Officer (General Central Service, Group-'A' Gazetted, Non-Ministerial) in Level-11 of CCS(RP) Rules 2016 in the office of UPSC on Composite Method [Deputation (including Short Term Contract) plus Promotion] basis.

2. Eligibility Conditions: (i) Composite Method:-Deputation (including Short Term Contract) plus Promotion-

Officers of the Central Government or State Government or Union Territories or Public Sector Undertakings or Universities or Recognized Research Institutions or Autonomous or Statutory or Semi-Government Organizations -

(a) (i) Holding analogous posts on regular basis or equivalent; or
(ii) with seven years' regular service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on a regular basis in level-7 (Rs. 44900-142400/-) of the pay matrix or equivalent;

and

(B) Possessing the following educational qualifications and experience namely:

A. Essential

(i) Master's degree in Library Science or Library and Information Science from a recognized University or institute; and

(ii) five year's professional experience in a Library under Central Government or State Government or Union territory or autonomous or statutory organization or public sector undertaking or university or recognized research or educational institution.

B. Desirable

(i) One year experience of computerizing library activities in a Library under Central Government or State Government or Union territory or autonomous or statutory Organization or Public Sector Undertakings or University or Recognized Research or Educational Institution.

3. The details like General conditions, Eligibility Criteria, Age limit, proforma of application form etc. are available on the website of UPSC i.e. http://www.upsc.gov.in/vacancy-circulars.

4. Interested and eligible officials may send their applications in prescribed proforma alongwith the APARs for the last five years (2013-14 to 2017-18) duly attested on each page by an officer not below the rank of Under Secretary to the Govt. of India, cadre clearance and vigilance clearance through proper channel to the undersigned within 60 days from the date of advertisement of this vacancy in the Employment News/Rozgar Samachar.

(Sanjay Kumar Gupta)
Under Secretary (Admn.)
Union Public Service Commission

Online Recruitment Applications (ORA) are invited for direct recruitment by selection through website http://www.upsconline.nic.in to the following posts by 11th July, 2019.


2. (Vacancy No. 19060602222) Five Company Prosecutor, Ministry of Corporate Affairs (SC-01, ST-02, OBC-01, UR-01). Of the five posts, one post reserved for physically challenged person with disability viz. Hearing Impairment i.e., Deaf (D) or Hard of Hearing (HH).

3. (Vacancy No. 19060603422) One Superintendent (Printing), Department of Legislative, Ministry of Law and Justice (UR-01).

4. (Vacancy No. 19060604422) One Deputy Director (Examination Reforms), Union Public Service Commission (SC-01).


The candidates willing to apply for the above posts are advised to visit Commission's ORA Website http://www.upsconline.nic.in. The detailed advertisement along-with 'Instructions and Additional Information to Candidates for Recruitment by Selection' has been displayed on Commission's Website http://www.upsc.gov.in as well as on the Online Recruitment Application (ORA) website http://www.upsconline.nic.in.
Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare
Department of Fisheries
Krishi Bhavan, New Delhi

5.1 Note: This column needs to be amplified to indicate Essential and Desirable Qualifications as mentioned in the RRs by the Administrative Ministry/Department/Office at the time of issue of circular and issue of advertisement in the Employment News.

5.2. In the case of Degree and Post Graduate Qualifications Elective/main subjects and subsidiary subjects may be indicated as below:

6. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries made by you above, you meet the requisite Essential Qualifications and work experience of the post.

6.1 Note: Borrowing Departments are to provide their specific comments/views confirming the relevant Essential Qualification/work experience possessed by the Candidate (as indicated in the Bio-data) with reference to the post applied.

7. Details of Employment in chronological order. Enclose a separate sheet duly authenticated by your signature, if the space below is insufficient.

Office/Institution Post held on regular basis From To *Pay Band and Grade Pay/Pay Scale of the post held on regular basis Nature of Duties (in detail) highlighting experience required for the post applied for

* Important: Pay Band & Grade Pay granted under ACP/MACP are personal to the officer and therefore, should not be mentioned. Only Pay Band and Grade Pay/ Pay Scale of the post held on regular basis to be mentioned. Details of ACP/MACP with present Pay Band and Grade Pay where such benefits have been drawn by the Candidate, may be indicated as below:

Office/Institution Pay Band and Grade Pay drawn under ACP/MACP Scheme From To

8. Nature of present employment i.e. Ad-hoc or Temporary or Quasi-Permanent or Permanent

9. In case the present employment is held on deputation/contract basis, please state-

a) The date of Initial appointment
b) Period of appointment on deputation/contract
c) Name of the parent office/organization to which the officer is on deputation/contract basis

d) Name of the post and Pay of the post held in substantive capacity in the parent organization

9.1 Note: In case of Officers already on deputation, the applications of such officer should be forwarded by the parent Cadre/Department alongwith Cadre Clearance, Vigilance Clearance and Integrity Certificate.

9.2 Note: Information under Column 9 (c) & (d) above must be given in all cases where a person is holding a post on deputation outside the cadre/organization but still maintaining a lien in his parent cadre/ organization.

10. If any post held on deputation in the past by the applicant, date of return from the last deputation and other details.

11. Additional details about present employment:

Please state whether working under (indicate the name of your employer against the relevant column)
a) Central Government
b) State Government
c) Autonomous Organization

d) Government Undertaking

e) Universities
f) Others

12. Please state whether you are working in the same Department and are in the feeder grade or feeder to feeder grade.

13. Are you in Revised Scale of Pay? If yes, give the date from which the revision took place and also indicate the pre-revised scale.

14. Total emoluments per month now drawn

15. In cases the applicant belongs to an organisation which is not following the Central Government Pay Scales, the latest salary slip issued by the Organisation showing the following details may be enclosed.

Basic Pay with Scale of Pay and rate of increment Dearness Pay/Interim relief/ other Allowances etc., (with break-up details)

16. A Additional information, if any, relevant to the post you applied for in support of your suitability for the post.

(Note: Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient)
Maulana Abul Kalam Azad Institute of Asian Studies
(An Autonomous Body under the Ministry of Culture, Government of India)
Azad Bhavan, IB-166, Sector-III, Salt Lake, Kolkata -700106
Website : www.makaias.gov.in  www.Jobriya.com

Applications are invited for the following vacancies at Maulana Abul Kalam Azad Institute of Asian Studies, Kolkata.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Post</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Pay Scale/Level</th>
<th>No. of Vacancies</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Educational Qualification/Age limit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Administrative-cum-Finance Officer</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>(15600-30000/-) GP-6800/- Level-11 (7 CPC)</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>Unreserved</td>
<td>Essential Qualification : i) Bachelor’s degree from a Recognised University with 10 years experience in a Government/Autonomous Organisation/Corporate body. Desirable : Candidates having higher and specialised qualifications such as MBA/ACA/CA/NAACS/SAS will be given preference. Age Limit : 40 Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Assistant Librarian</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>(9300-34800/-) GP-4600/- Level-7 (7 CPC)</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>Unreserved</td>
<td>Essential Qualification : i) Bachelor’s degree in Library Science or Diploma in Library Science, with ii) 3 Years experience in a research Library. However higher degree in Library Science will be given preference. Desirable : i) Expertise in computer applications. ii) Knowledge in Foreign Languages. Age Limit : 35 Years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Applications must reach the Director, Maulana Abul Kalam Azad Institute of Asian Studies (MAKAIAS) within six weeks from the date of publication of this advertisement in “The Employment News” along with all copies of certificates and documents. Applicants working in Govt./Semi-Govt/Autonomous Bodies/PSUs should apply through proper channel. The Envelope should be super scribed: “Application for the post of..............................”. The detailed application may be downloaded from the website of the Institute www.makaias.gov.in.

PS- Palashbari, Dist- Kamrup (Rural) -781125, Assam
Website : www.nihroorkee.gov.in

Central Forensic Science Laboratory
Directorate of Forensic Science Services
Ministry of Home Affairs, Government of India
Urpit Village, Urput-Kumeria Road, PO- Maniari Tiniali PS- Palabari, Dist- Kamrup (Rural) -781125, Assam (E-mail- coord.cfslghy.gov.in)

Circular
It is proposed to fill up 01 (One) post of Assistant, General Central Services, Non- Gazetted, Ministerial post at the Central Forensic Science Laboratory under Directorate of Forensic Science Services, Ministry of Home Affairs, on deputation basis.

The pay of officer, selected for appointment on deputation, and deputation shall not be exceeding 56 years as on closing date for receipt of applications.

The candidates are requested to indicate information with regard to:

1) There is no vigilance or disciplinary case pending/ contemplated against him/her during the last 10 years.
2) His/Her integrity is certified.
3) Any research/innovative measure involving official recognition;
   iii) Awards/Scholarships/Official Appreciation;
4) There is no major/minor penalty imposed on him/her during the last 10 years.
5) The pay of officer, selected for appointment on deputation, and deputation shall not be exceeding 56 years as on closing date for receipt of applications.

Applications received after the last date or without the required documents will not be entertained.

The information/details provided by me are correct and true to the best of my knowledge and no material fact having a bearing on my selection has been suppressed/written.

Date

(Signature of the Candidate)

Address

CERTIFICATION BY THE EMPLOYER/CADRE CONTROLLING AUTHORITY
The information/details provided in the above application by the applicant are true and correct as per the facts available on records. He/she possesses educational qualifications and experience mentioned in the advt. If selected, he/she will be relieved immediately.

1. Also certified that:
   i) There is no vigilance or disciplinary case pending/ contemplated against Shri/Smt. 
   ii) His/Her integrity is certified.
   iii) His/Her CR Dossier in original is enclosed/photoscopies of the ACRs for the last 5 years duly attested by an officer not below the rank of Under Secretary to Govt. of India, at the following address within a period of TWO MONTHS from the date of issue of this circular:
   Central Forensic Science Laboratory
   Directorate of Forensic Science Services
   Ministry of Home Affairs, Government of India
   Urput Village, Urput-Kumeria Road, PO- Maniari Tiniali, PS- Palabari, Dist- Kamrup (Rural) -781125, Assam

5. The candidate who apply for the post will not be allowed to withdraw their candidature subsequently.
6. Applications received after the last date or without the required documents will not be entertained.

7. Annexure-I & Annexure-II are available in the website cfslghy.gov.in

EN 12/17
Director & Scientist “E”

Countersigned

EN 12/15
Employer/Cadre Controlling Authority with Seal
IMPORTANT NOTIFICATION TO CANDIDATES

1. Application will be FILED ONLINE by the candidates and retrieves instructions to fill in the same are available at www.employmentnews.gov.in and the same would also be available at www.jobriya.com.

2. The commission will be valid for 3 years only.

3. ONLINE REGISTRATION shall be completed on or before 21.07.2019.

4. Only ONLINE REGISTERED applications shall be accepted.

5. Follow up details to be uploaded as per the case may be:

   (a) Case 1: Final marks certificate
   (b) Case 2: Application

6. Candidates are advised to obtain the necessary information from www.jobriya.com.

7. Note:

   "MOBILE PHONES/ELECTRONIC DEVICES ARE NOT PERMITTED IN TESTING AREA"

Note 1:

- Exam average Percentage of marks obtained as indicated in the written part of the recruitment test.
- The疾楚.Classification/Examination diagrams/Examination diagrams are prepared on the basis of 12th intermediate or equivalent educational qualifications.

Note 2:

- Only such candidates who are going to appear for the Group "X" (Technical Education Instructor Trade) shall be considered for the examination.

Note 3:

- The candidates who are going to appear for the Group "X" (Technical Education Instructor Trade) shall be considered for the examination.

Note 4:

- Exam average Percentage of marks obtained as indicated in the written part of the recruitment test.
- The疾楚.Classification/Examination diagrams/Examination diagrams are prepared on the basis of 12th intermediate or equivalent educational qualifications.

Note 5:

- Only such candidates who are going to appear for the Group "X" (Technical Education Instructor Trade) shall be considered for the examination.

Note 6:

- Exam average Percentage of marks obtained as indicated in the written part of the recruitment test.
- The疾楚.Classification/Examination diagrams/Examination diagrams are prepared on the basis of 12th intermediate or equivalent educational qualifications.

Note 7:

- Only such candidates who are going to appear for the Group "X" (Technical Education Instructor Trade) shall be considered for the examination.

Note 8:

- Exam average Percentage of marks obtained as indicated in the written part of the recruitment test.
- The疾楚.Classification/Examination diagrams/Examination diagrams are prepared on the basis of 12th intermediate or equivalent educational qualifications.

Note 9:

- Only such candidates who are going to appear for the Group "X" (Technical Education Instructor Trade) shall be considered for the examination.

Note 10:

- Exam average Percentage of marks obtained as indicated in the written part of the recruitment test.
- The疾楚.Classification/Examination diagrams/Examination diagrams are prepared on the basis of 12th intermediate or equivalent educational qualifications.

Note 11:

- Only such candidates who are going to appear for the Group "X" (Technical Education Instructor Trade) shall be considered for the examination.
16. Higher Education: Answer will be permitted to pursue higher education qualification only after acquiring prescribed diploma in engineering.

SEQUENCE OF EXAMINATION

Phase-I

16. Online Test: (For Both Group ‘X’ & Group ‘Y’ except Educators Instructor Trade) & Group ‘Y’ (except AFIS and Musician Trades). Eligible candidates will have to appear for Provisional Test Card in Phase-I testing of their respective email ID during the month of September 2019 (tentatively) which will be sent by Government Employment News Employment News Employment News. Details of the test are as follows:

(a) Paper I: 100 marks and will comprise of English, Physics, Mathematics & General Studies as per 1:2:2:1 syllabus.
(b) Paper II: 100 marks and will comprise of English, Physics and Mathematics as per 1:2:2:1 syllabus.
(c) Marking Pattern for Online Test: -
(i) 1 mark for every correct answer.
(ii) 2.5 marks will be deducted for each wrong answer.

17. CANDIDATES ARE TO QUALIFY IN EACH PAPER SEPARATELY IN THEIR RESPECTIVE GROUPS. The result of Phase-I and the list of successful candidates for Phase II, based on their performance in the Online Test, will be uploaded at www.jobriya.com, 20 days from the date of online test.

Phase-II

18. After the declaration of the result of Phase-I (Online Test), the shortlisted candidates will be sent their appointment letter against their respective email ID. The same will be posted on www.jobriya.com. Candidates are advised to check their email for the same.

19. The Centre reserves the right to modify or cancel the examination at any stage if found necessary. The examination may be conducted in different batches at different centres.

20. Educational/Technical/Numerical Test (EKT):- In case of provision of provisional appointment in Phase-II, it will be conducted after declaration of result or for one year as per the requirement of the Government.

21. CANDIDATES ARE ADVISED TO FILL THEIR CORRECT EMAIL ID AND PHON NUMBER WHICH WILL BE MANDATORY FOR THEIR FURTHER REGISTRATION AND DETAILS.

22. The result of the Online Test will be uploaded on www.jobriya.com 20 days from the date of online test.

18. CANDIDATES DISCHARGED FROM INDIAN ARMED FORCES/Navy Any other Government/Corporation Organization, and their five arrested prisoners of War (Phyio) will be considered for the purpose of recruitment for the post of Junior Engineer/Operator in any other Sector.

19. In the case of 60%, the candidate who is the son of a serving or retired employee shall be given preference in the case of provisional posting in Phase-II.

20. The Centre reserves the right to modify or cancel the examination at any stage if found necessary. The examination may be conducted in different batches at different centres.

21. Educational/Technical/Numerical Test (EKT): In case of provision of provisional appointment in Phase-II, it will be conducted after declaration of result or for one year as per the requirement of the Government.

22. The result of the Online Test will be uploaded on www.jobriya.com 20 days from the date of online test.

23. Physical Fitness Test (PFT): Only those candidates who have passed the Phase-I Test will be called for PFT, which will be conducted in different batches at different centres. The details of the test are as follows:

(a) 1000 Metres Run (in 6 minutes and 30 seconds): candidate will be eliminated if he/she fails to clear the cut-off time of 6 minutes and 30 seconds.

24. Medical Examination: Candidates will be required to appear for Medical Examination as per the instructions given in the prospectus. The result of the online test will be uploaded on www.jobriya.com 20 days from the date of online test.

GENERAL

25. General instructions for candidates are as follows:

(a) Candidates should fill in the details of their families and other relatives as instructed in the prospectus.

(b) The results of the examination will be declared on the website www.jobriya.com.

(c) Candidates should ensure that their online registration is completed and printed hard copy of the e-admit card for participation in the examination is available for download.

(d) Candidates should keep the copy of the e-admit card for the future reference.

(e) Candidates should ensure that they report to the examination centre on the date and time mentioned in the e-admit card.

(f) Candidates are advised to carry two recent passport size photographs with them to the examination centre.

26. The examination will be conducted in different batches at different centres.

27. The Centre reserves the right to modify or cancel the examination at any stage if found necessary.

28. No preparation fee is required for candidates who have already paid the examination fee.

29. The result of the examination will be declared on the website www.jobriya.com.

30. Candidates are advised to keep the copy of the e-admit card for the future reference.

31. The Centre reserves the right to modify or cancel the examination at any stage if found necessary.

32. The result of the examination will be declared on the website www.jobriya.com.

33. Candidates are advised to keep the copy of the e-admit card for the future reference.

FOR CANDIDATE DETAILS, PROMOTION PROSPECTS, POST RETIREMENT BENEFITS, RECRUITMENT QUESTIONS, BIBLICAL QUESTION PAPERS, PROMOTIONAL SELECT LIST AND EMPLOYMENT LIST, LOG ON TO CENTRAL ARMY SLEEP DEPARTMENT W.B. PORTAL www.sirmesalection.com/
DAYALBAGH EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE
(Deemed to be a University)
DAYALBAGH, AGRA-282005

Advt. No. DE-5 Teaching and Non-Teaching Posts - May 2019

www.Jobriya.com

The Dayalbagh Educational Institute is a Deemed to be University under Sector 3 of the University Grants Commission Act. 1956 as per Notification No. F.0-37/61-U dated 16.5.61 issued by the then Ministry of Education & Culture, Government of India. Applications are invited from well qualified Indian nationals (including Persons of Indian Origin) for the following posts:


RESERVATION: Reservation is applicable as per Rules in force and the details may be seen in the rule book available in the Office of the Registrar.

QUALIFICATIONS: Minimum Qualification for appointment of Professor, Associate Professor and Assistant Professor or equivalent posts shall be governed by UGC Regulations on minimum qualifications for appointment of teachers and other academic staff in universities and colleges and for the maintenance of standards in higher education (2018).

EMOLUMENTS - Posts/Rationalized Entry Pay Academic Level:

1. Professor - Rs. 144200/- per month plus allowances as per rules - 14.
2. Associate Professor - Rs. 131400/- per month plus allowances as per rules - 13A.
3. Assistant Professor - Rs. 91650/- per month plus allowances as per rules - 10.

GUEST FACULTY:

1. Guest Faculty - Rs. 15000/- per lecture, maximum upto Rs. 30000/- per month.
2. Contractual Posts - Entry level any of the respective posts in teaching hierarchy.

Duties:

The institute has also adopted appropriate forms on prescribed format for various Teaching and Non-Teaching posts in Technical College, REI Intermediate College and D.E.I. Prem Vidyalaya Girls’ Intermediate College as well as in the institute. Last dates for submission of application forms for these posts is 30.6.2019. The details of minimum qualification, experience, reservation, etc. are available on the institute’s website at www.dayalbagh.ac.in.

PAY SCALES, MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS, EXPERIENCE, RESERVATION etc. FOR TECHNICAL COLLEGE, REINTERMEDIATE COLLEGE AND D.E.I. PREM VIDYALAYA GIRLS’ INTERMEDIATE COLLEGE:

1. **Technical College** - (a) **Assistant Teacher** (Lecture) - (L-1) (English; Hindi; Tamil): Master’s degree in relevant subject; Desirable: Diploma in education (b) **Assistant Teacher** - (Lecture) - (L-2) (Physics; Chemistry; Electronics): Bachelor’s degree in relevant subject; Desirable: Diploma in education (c) **Assistant Teacher** - (Lecture) - (L-3) (Mathematics): Bachelor’s degree in Mathematics; Desirable: Diploma in education

2. **REI Intermediate College** - (a) **Assistant Teacher** - (Lecture) - (L-1) (English; Hindi; Tamil): Master’s degree in relevant subject; Desirable: Diploma in education

3. **D.E.I. Prem Vidyalaya Girls’ Intermediate College** - (a) **Assistant Teacher** - (Lecture) - (L-1) (Hindi; Tamil): Master’s degree in relevant subject; Desirable: Diploma in education

Note: 1. Rolling Advertisement for various posts including Assistant Professor/Associate Professor/Assistant Teacher/Contractual/Visiting Faculty/Adjunct Faculty/which will be released on academic occasion 2019-20 on www.dayalbagh.ac.in. and will also be sent to the number of applications received, the interview will be held. The notification for the same shall be available on the institute’s website www.dayalbagh.ac.in. The Institute shall update the vacancy positions periodically.

Please note that the information provided above is a summary of the main points mentioned in the document. For detailed instructions and application forms, please visit the official website of the Dayalbagh Educational Institute at www.dayalbagh.ac.in. 
Chandigarh Administration
Department of Urban Planning
(Town Planning Wing)

Filling up of Assistant Town Planner Group-'A' post on deputation basis

Recommendations are invited from the Central Government or State Government or Union Territories or Public Sector Undertaking or Autonomous Statutory Organizations for sending panels of minimum 3 officials for filling up of 01 (one) post of Assistant Town Planner Group-'A' having age not more than 56 years on deputation basis in the Department of Urban Planning (Town Planning Wing). Confidential and official documents are invited from the concerned officer.

Education qualification and experience:-
(a) A degree in Bachelor of Technology (Planning) from a recognized University or Institute or equivalent.
(b) Three years experience in town Planning, Or
(c) Post Graduate Degree in City and Town Planning from a recognized University or equivalent.

Notes-1: Qualifications are relaxable at the discretion of the Union Public Service Commission in the case of candidates otherwise well qualified.

Notes-2: The qualification regarding experience is or are relaxable at the discretion of the Union Public Service Commission in case of candidates belonging to Scheduled Castes or Scheduled Tribes.

The Departmental Officers in the feeder category who are in the direct line of promotion shall not be eligible for consideration for appointment by promotion (period of deputation including period of deputation in another ex-cadre post held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other Organization or Department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not to exceed 3 years).

The qualification (s) regarding experience is or are relaxable at the discretion of the Union Public Service Commission in case of candidates otherwise well qualified.

The Departmental Officers in the feeder category who are in the direct line of promotion shall not be eligible for consideration for appointment by promotion (period of deputation including period of deputation in another ex-cadre post held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other Organization or Department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not to exceed 3 years).

The qualification (s) regarding experience is or are relaxable at the discretion of the Union Public Service Commission in case of candidates otherwise well qualified.

The Departmental Officers in the feeder category who are in the direct line of promotion shall not be eligible for consideration for appointment by promotion (period of deputation including period of deputation in another ex-cadre post held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other Organization or Department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not to exceed 3 years).

The qualification (s) regarding experience is or are relaxable at the discretion of the Union Public Service Commission in case of candidates otherwise well qualified.

The Departmental Officers in the feeder category who are in the direct line of promotion shall not be eligible for consideration for appointment by promotion (period of deputation including period of deputation in another ex-cadre post held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other Organization or Department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not to exceed 3 years).

The qualification (s) regarding experience is or are relaxable at the discretion of the Union Public Service Commission in case of candidates otherwise well qualified.

The Departmental Officers in the feeder category who are in the direct line of promotion shall not be eligible for consideration for appointment by promotion (period of deputation including period of deputation in another ex-cadre post held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other Organization or Department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not to exceed 3 years).

The qualification (s) regarding experience is or are relaxable at the discretion of the Union Public Service Commission in case of candidates otherwise well qualified.

The Departmental Officers in the feeder category who are in the direct line of promotion shall not be eligible for consideration for appointment by promotion (period of deputation including period of deputation in another ex-cadre post held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other Organization or Department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not to exceed 3 years).

The qualification (s) regarding experience is or are relaxable at the discretion of the Union Public Service Commission in case of candidates otherwise well qualified.
Office of the Commissioner

Coal Mines Provident Fund Organisation

(A Statutory Organization Under Ministry of Coal, Government of India)

Headquarters Office

P.K.O. (N/3), Police Line, Dhanbad/Dhanbad
Pin - 826014 / Pin-826014 जलालाबाद(जलालाबाद)

Phone No./मोबाइल नं. 0326-2202114
Fax No./फैक्स नं. 0326-2202297

F. No. CMPFO/IIA/H./G. No./A/Deputation/2019

Sub:- Deputation for the posts of Assistant Commissioner/Assistant Commissioner in Civil Aviation

The Coal Mines Provident Fund Organisation (CMPFO), a statutory organization under the administrative control of Ministry of Coal, Government of India, New Delhi invites the applications to the post of Assistant Commissioner/Assistant Commissioner on deputation basis initially for a period of 3 years as per terms and conditions mentioned below :

1. Name of the Post
2. No. of Vacant Posts
3. Scale of Pay
4. Eligibility Conditions

1. Assistant Commissioner/Assistant Commissioner
   (Ten)
   - Level-10 of Pay Matrix (7th CPC)
   - Officers in Central/State Govt./Statutory Bodies/Subordinate Department;
   - Officers holding analogous posts or with at least five years experience in the PB-2 with grade Pay 4600-

2. Period of Deputation : The period of deputation is initially for a period of 3 years. However, the period may be extended or curtailed on performance basis and functional requirements.

3. Place of Posting : The selected candidates may be posted either at CMPFO, Headquarters Office, Dhanbad or any other Regional Offices located in different places in India like Dhanbad, Ranchi, Deoghar, Sambalpur, Talcher, Kolkata, Asansol, Margherita, Jammu, Jabalpur, Chhindwara, Singrauli, Bilaspur, Hyderabad, Godawari, Kathgodam & Nagpur any other location decided by the CMPFO Office. The posting of selected Officers will be on the discretion of Commissioner, CMPFO.

4. Debarment : An officer will ordinarily be debarred for further deputation in CMPFO for a period of 5 years, if he/she fails to take up an assignment after selection.

5. Cooling off period : Cooling off period between two depositions will be as per Government of India’s Rule on the subject.

6. Fixation of Pay of the officials is as follows : The selected candidate on deputation may draw either the pay in the scale of pay of deputation or his/her basic pay in the parent cadre plus Deputation (Duty) Allowance thereon plus Personal Pay, if any. The option is to be exercised within one month and the option once exercised is not to be altered.

7. Terms of deputation of the Official selected will be governed by the provisions contained in Govt. of India, Department of Personnel & Training O.M. No.2/2991- Estt.(P-II) dated 9th January, 1994 as amended from time to time.

8. Applications of the eligible and willing officers are invited in duplicate in the given proforma along with the following information/documents within 60 (Sixty) days of publication of the Advt. in the Employment News.
   - a) Current Vigilance Clearance Report;
   - b) Integrity Certificate;
   - c) List of Major/Minor penalties imposed during the last 10 years;
   - d) Photocopies of Annual Confidential Report of last 5 years, duly attested;
   - e) Details of previous depositions, if any.

9. While forwarding the application for deputation, it may be ensured that the Bio-data and other data furnished are correct in all respect. It may also be noted that the applications received after the last date of otherwise incomplete in any respect or not accompanied by the requisite documents, will not be considered. The officer who once applied for the post will not be permitted to withdraw his/her candidature.

10. Officials who had been selected earlier but did not join the Coal Mines Provident Fund Organisation (CMPFO) are debarred for 5 years for applying for any post in CMPFO.

(Animesh Bharti)
Commissioner

PROFORMA
Bio-data of persons sponsored for the post of Assistant Commissioner/Assistant Commissioner in the Pay Level 10 of Pay Matrix (As per 7th CPC) on deputation in the Coal Mines Provident Fund Organisation (CMPFO)

1. Name and Address :
2. Date of Birth :
3. Date of retirement under Central Govt. Rules :
4. Educational Qualification :

Academic
Professional
Computer Skill

Government of India
Bureau of Civil Aviation Security

‘A’ Wing, I-fl II Floor, Janpath Bhawan, Janpath, New Delhi

The Bureau of Civil Aviation Security, an attached office of the Ministry of Civil Aviation, responsible for planning and laying down of the National Civil Aviation Security Policy, monitoring and coordination of security arrangement at all civil airports, implementation of the international standards for aviation security etc. invites applications from eligible persons for the following posts:

(i) NAME OF THE POST : Assistant Director, (General Central Service, Group ‘A’ Gazetted, Non-Ministerial); [Level-10 in the pay matrix]

(ii) Number of Vacancies : 3.

(iii) ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA : Deputation (including short term contract) -

(a) (i) Officers under the Central or State Governments or Union Territories including Central Armed Police Forces or Police Sector Undertakings or Recognised Research Institutions or Universities or Semi Government or Statutory or Autonomous organization;

(b) holding analogous post on regular basis in the parent cadre/department; or

(c) with three years service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on a regular basis in posts in level 7 or equivalent in the parent cadre/department; and

(b) possessing the following educational qualification and experience :
   - Bachelor's Degree from a recognized University; and

   - Three years experience in policy or/and intelligence department of Government of India or State or Union Territories or Public Sector Undertaking or Autonomous Organisation.

(ii) NAME OF THE Post : Senior Aviation Security Officer (General Central Service Group ‘B’ Non-Gazetted, Non-Ministerial) in the level-7 of pay matrix,

(iii) Number of Vacancies : 16.

(iv) ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA : Deputation (including short term contract) -

(a) (i) Officers under the Central or State Governments or Union Territories including Central Armed Police Forces or Police Sector Undertakings or Recognised Research Institutions or Universities or Semi Government or Statutory or Autonomous organisation;

(b) holding analogous post on regular basis in the parent cadre/department; or

(c) with five years service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on a regular basis in level 6 of pay matrix or equivalent in the parent cadre or department; and

(b) possessing the following educational qualification and experience :
   - Bachelor’s Degree from a recognized University; and

   - Three years’ experience of liaison work in an Armed Force Organisation or Central Armed Police Force or Autonomous Bodies or Statutory Organisations or Public Sector Undertakings or Universities or Recognized Research Institutions.

(iv) (i) HOLDING POST :
   - Assistant Commissioner (Group ‘A’ Gazetted, Non-Ministerial); [Level-6 in the pay matrix],

(ii) Number of Vacancies : 73.

(iii) ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA : Deputation (including short term contract) -

(a) (i) Officers under the Central or State Governments including Union Territories or Central Armed Police Forces or Police Sector Undertakings or Recognised Research Institutions or Universities or Semi Government or Statutory or Autonomous Organisation;

(b) holding analogous post on regular basis in the parent cadre/department; or

(c) with six years service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on a regular basis in the level 5 of pay matrix or equivalent in the parent cadre or department; and

(b) possessing the following educational qualification and experience :
   - Bachelor’s Degree from a recognized University; and

   - Three years’ experience of liaison work in an Armed Force Organisation or Central Armed Police Force or Autonomous Bodies or Statutory Organisations or Public Sector Undertakings or Universities or Recognized Research Institutions.

(v) NAME OF THE Post : Aviation Security Officer, (General Central Service Group ‘A’ Gazetted, Non-Ministerial) [Level-5 in the pay matrix],

(i) Number of Vacancies : 5.

(ii) ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA : Deputation (including short term contract) -

(a) (i) Officers under the Central or State Governments including Union Territories or Central Armed Police Force or Police Sector Undertakings or Recognised Research Institutions or Universities or Semi Government or Statutory or Autonomous Organisation.

(iii) Date of initial appointment :

(a) (i) Name of the Office/Orgn. to which belong :

(b) Present Post :

(c) Present Pay Scale :

(d) Date from which present post is held :

(e) Office of present posting

Signature of the Candidate

Address : 

Signature with seal of the Competent Authority.
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Service particulars given by the applicant are verified with reference to his service records and are found to be correct.

- Continued on page 13

5. Details of employment in chronological order (Enclose a separate sheet duly authenticated by your signature, if the space below is insufficient)

6. Nature of present employment i.e. ad-hoc or regular:

7. In case the present employment is held on Deputation basis, please state :

(a) The date of initial appointment :

(b) Period of appointment on deputation :

(c) Name of the parent Office/Orgn. to which belong :

(d) Present Post held :

(e) Present Pay Scale :

(f) Date from which present post is held :

(g) Office of present posting

From To

Nature of duties Performed

Ministry/Department

Post Held

Classification of Post

Scale of Pay

Fixed payment in Level 9 or in Level 10

- Continued on page 13
Ministry of External Affairs  
New Delhi  
www.Jobriya.com

Subject: Filling up of two posts of Director (L&T) in Level 13 of Pay Matrix (Pre-revised GP Rs. 8700) on deputation basis in the Legal and Treaties Division of the Ministry of External Affairs.

It is proposed to fill up two posts of Director (L&T) in the Legal and Treaties Division of the Ministry on deputation basis for a period of two years initially from amongst officers from the Central Government holding analogous posts on a regular basis in the Parent Cadre or Department; and possessing the following educational qualifications and experience:

Educational Qualification:-

a) Essential:-
   i) Masters' degree in Law with specialisation in the field of International Law and/or International Relations or International Organisations from a recognised University.
   ii) 15 years' experience, after obtaining minimum educational qualification in Legal Affairs, namely, Legal Practitioner; in Legal Service of the Government; teaching or conducting or guiding research in Law of which at least 8 years should be in the field of International Law or International Relations.
   iii) Candidates having specialization in International Law in M.Phil or Ph.D level, but not at Master's level will also be eligible.

b) Desirable:
   Doctorate in International Law.

For Armed Forces Personnel:-

Deputation/ Re-employment (for ex servicemen)
The Armed Forces Personnel upto the rank of Brigadier and equivalent rank holders in Navy and Air Force, who are due to retire or to be transferred to reserve within a period of one year and having the requisite experience and qualifications prescribed shall also be considered. Such persons would be given deputation terms up to the date on which they are due for release from the Armed Forces; thereafter they may be continued on re-employment. In case such eligible officers have retired or have been transferred to reserve before the actual selection to the post is made their appointment will be on Re-employment basis. (Re-employment up to the age of superannuation with reference to civil posts)

2. The period of deputation including period of deputation in another ex-cadre post held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other Organisation or Department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not exceed 5 years. The maximum age limit for appointment by deputation shall not be exceeding 56 years as on the closing date of receipt of applications.

3. Interested applicants may send their applications through proper channel in the given proforma in duplicate to the undersigned within a period of six weeks from the date of publication of this advt. in the Employment News. Applications received after the last date or otherwise incomplete are not likely to be considered.

4. Pay of the selected officers shall be fixed in the scale of the post in accordance with rules prescribed by the Government.

5. The following papers/documents may also be sent along with nomination:-
   i. Statement of Bio-data in the prescribed proforma (as per Annexure) in duplicate duly supported by documents submitted by me.
   ii. Lists of major/minor penalties imposed on him/her during the last ten years, Vigilance Clearance Certificate, Employment News.

6. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries made by you above, you meet the requirement of the post.

7. Details of Employment, in chronological order. Enclose a separate sheet, duly authenticated by your signature, if the space below is insufficient.

Office/ Institution  
Post held  
From  
To  
Scale of Pay & Basic pay (Level in the Pay Matrix)  
Nature of duties (in details)

8. Nature of present employment i.e., ad-hoc or Temporary or Quasi-permanent or permanent

CURRICULUM VITAE PROFORMA

1. Name and Address (in Block letters):
2. Date of Birth (in Christian era):
3. Date of retirement:
4. Educational Qualifications:
5. Whether Educational and other qualification required for the post are satisfied. (If any qualification has been treated as equivalent to the one prescribed in the rules, state the authority for the same)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Qualification/ Experience required</th>
<th>Qualification/ Experience possessed by the Officer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Essential</td>
<td>Desired</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries made by you above, you meet the requirement of the post.

7. Details of Employment, in chronological order. Enclose a separate sheet, duly authenticated by your signature, if the space below is insufficient.

8. Nature of present employment i.e., ad-hoc or Temporary or Quasi-permanent or permanent

9. In case the present employment is held on deputation / contract basis, please state —
   a) The date of initial appointment:
   b) Period of appointment on deputation/contract:
   c) Name of the parent office/organisation to which you belong:

10. Additional details about present employment:
    Please state whether working under (indicate the name of your employer against the relevant column) —
        a) Central Government
        b) State Government
        c) Autonomous Organization
        d) Government Undertaking
        e) Universities
        f) Others

11. Please state whether you are working in the same Department and are in the feeder grade or feeder to grade:

12. Are you in the Revised Scale of Pay? If yes, give the date from which the revision took place and also indicate the pre revised scale:

13. Total emoluments per month now drawn:

14. Additional information, if any, which you would like to mention in support of your suitability for the post:

15. Whether belongs to SC/ST:

16. Remarks:
    - have carefully gone through the vacancy circular/advertisement and I am well aware that the Curriculum Vitae duly supported by documents submitted by me will also be assessed by the Selection Committee at the time of selection for the post.

Date:  
(Signature of the Candidate)
Name:
Address:
Tel: (O)  
(M)

Certificate to be furnished by the Employer / Head of Office/ Forwarding Authority

Certified that the particulars furnished by ___________ are correct and he/she possesses educational qualifications and experience mentioned in the circular. Also certified that:

I. There is no vigilance case pending/contemplated against him/her.
II. Attested copies of complete ACRs dossiers for the last 5 years attested (on each page) by an officer not below the rank of Under Secretary to the Government of India are enclosed.
III. His/Her integrity is beyond doubt.
IV. No major/minor penalties have been imposed on him/her during the last 10 years/ lists of major/minor penalties imposed on him/her during the last 10 years is enclosed. (Strike out whichever is not applicable)

V. Cadre Clearances Certificate from Cadre Controlling Authority is enclosed.

Date:  
Signature:  
Name & Designation:  
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No. Q/ CAD/578/03/2019
Government of India

(Manusmriti)
Under Secretary (Cadre)  
Ministry of External Affairs  
Room No. 4086, “B” Wing, Jawaharlal Nehru Bhavan, 23-D Janpath, New Delhi-110001  
Tel: 49015380
Annexure
Recruitment of Doctors in SAIL

SAIL, a Mahanagar CPSE, is a major Steel Maker of the Nation with an Annual Turnover of Rs.56,287 Crore (FY 2018-19). To maintain the critical frontlines in medical discipline of the company and to contribute to the health of India, SAIL wishes to engage medical personnel, qualified and promising aspirants on Medical Officer (54 posts) and Medical Officer (C (H)) (16 posts) in E-1 grade and Medical Specialist (I3 grade) (59 posts). The disciplines wise breakup for the post of Medical Specialist (I3 grade) is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discipline</th>
<th>No. of Posts (E-3 grade)</th>
<th>Discipline</th>
<th>No. of Posts (E-3 grade)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obstetrics &amp; Gynaecology</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Anaesthesiology</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatry</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Psychiatry</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood Bank</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Blood Bank</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Medicine</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>General Medicine</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgery</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Biochemistry</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENT</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ophthalmology</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin &amp; VD</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Plastic Surgery</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiology</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Microbiology</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pathology</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: 59 posts

The candidates desirous of taking up a career with SAIL as Medical Officer/Medical Specialist can apply through the prescribed application form available on www.employmentnews.gov.in. The prescribed application form is also available on www.sailhr.com/medical.html. The last date for submission of the application form is 20.02.2019 (till 5.30 p.m.).

RELAXATIONS:

- Selection in upper age limit
- SC/ST/OBC/PwD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCST</th>
<th>OBC (NCL)</th>
<th>PWD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>10 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
<td>for SC/ST</td>
<td>and for OBC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
<td>for General</td>
<td>10 years and above</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Persons with Disability: 2 posts in E-1 grade and 2 posts in E-3 grade are reserved across the strata on horizontal basis.

- The OBC candidates who belong to ‘Creamy layer’ are not entitled to OBC reservation and such candidates should fulfill their category-Special Category (OBC) (wherever the layer) are required to submit the requisite certificate issued in the current financial year by the Competent Authority in the prescribed format as applicable for employment of reservation.
- Category (SCST/SC/ST/PwD)/EWS once entered in the online application form will not be allowed to change and no benefit of other category will be admissible later on.

MUST: Submit all documents as per prescribed format and physical format. Medical standards stipulate minimum requirements of Weight 45 kg; Height 150 cm; Myopia +2.00 D in each eye. The height and weight will be given to female candidates.

Note: The medica standards indicated above are minimum requirements. However, appointment of selected candidates will be subject to their passing the Company’s Medical Examination based on the standards laid down under SAIL’s Medical & Health Manual.

SELECTION PROCESS:

I. Medical Officer/Medical Officer (H): E-1 grade

- Eligible candidates will be required to appear for an Online Examination on 21st July 2019 (Afternoon) at any one of the centres at Agartala, Allahabad, Bhubaneswar, Bhopal, Bilaspur, Chandigarh, Chennai, Coimbatore, Dehradun, Eluru, Guwahati, Hyderabad, Indore, Jaipur, Kishangarh, Kolkata, Leh, Lucknow, Mumbai, Nagpur, Patna, Ranchi, Shimla, Srinagar, Tirupati, Vishakhapatnam.

- The information regarding the test centre will be provided in the Admit Card. No request for change of examination centre will be entertained after final submission of application form. However, SAIL reserves the right to cancel or add any centre depending on the response in its best interests.

- The Online exam will be of 60 minutes duration and will be of total 100 marks having two segments: General Awareness and Medical Content. For SCST/ST/SC (Non-Creamy Layer)/PwD candidates, the qualifying marks will be 36 marks in each of the two segments. Those who qualify in the Online examination will be shortlisted for interview in the ratio of 1:3 category-wise, in order of merit. Final selection, the merit list will be drawn, by combining the scores of Online Test and interview, in order of merit.

II. Medical Officer/Medical Officer (C (H)): E-3 grade

- The disciplines wise breakup for the post of Medical Specialist (E-3 grade) is as follows:

- Minimum qualification: The minimum qualifications for the interview will be 50% in Universities/Institutes recognized by AICTE or other comparable institutes.

- Entitlement: The candidates who have qualified in the Online Examination and shortlisted in the merit list will be notified to the candidate having higher marks in eligibility qualification viz. (PG Degree/DNB)

- The interview shall be held on 20.02.2019 on a date, time, and place to be intimated later.

- The candidates shortlisted for interview will be informally communicated about their shortlisting through their emails. No notice will be sent to the candidates to appear in the interview.

- The interview will be held on 20.02.2019 in the websites of www.employmentnews.gov.in /www.sailhr.com.

- Domiciled in the state of J&K from 1/1/2010 to 31/12/2018

- Departmental candidates up to age 45 years

- Category- SC/ST/OBC/ Persons with Disability

- Selection of candidates will be done on the basis of marks secured in the面试 (Interview) and the candidates who are better qualified will be selected for the post.

- The candidates shortlisted for interview will be intimated through their registered emails. No written intimation will be sent to the candidates.

- Reaching the candidates on the websites, on the basis of their email address, a facility will be provided to any person/organization, who is interested to submit their comments/applications.

- The recruitment process involves the following steps:

Step 1: Filling up of Application

- Go to SAIL careers page at www.sail.careers or www.sailom.com
- Read the Advertisement carefully to be sure about your eligibility
- Start your Online Application
- Fill up all the required fields
- Ensure the information provided is correct and then submit
- Verify your credentials with your registered email ID or mobile number for forthcoming notification

Step 2: Making Payment

- Click on Make Payment which will take you to SBI Collect page of State Bank of India, where you can make the online payment
- Bank charges as per SBI Collect payment guidelines will be charged
- For more details, refer to SBI collect payment guidelines
- Candidates cannot pay through internet banking/ debit/ credit card or through any other means of payment
- Submit the Payment through Net Banking/Digital Certificate/Credit Card or select the option to pay through any State Bank Branch, with a quote of Payment Order/Draft/Cashier’s Cheque and post it to the following address
- The bank will send an acknowledgement of the payment on the Payment Order (State Bank Collect Reference No. printed on the cheque/fax)
- Candidates will have to bear the bank charges. In addition to the applicable application fee, bank charges for the payment through bank draft/cheque will also be levied
- In case of payment through cash/card, application fees will not be accepted

Date: 20.02.2019

Note: The candidates are strongly advised to fill the Application form at an early stage.
Anthropological Survey of India

Ministry of Culture, 27, Jawaharlal Nehru Road, Indian Museum Campus, Kolkata-700016
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Continued from page 14

- On successful payment, the candidate shall be prompted to print the receipt. However, the candidate shall ensure that the receipt is printed in a margin of 1 cm on all sides to ensure that it is fit for printing on A4 paper. The SR-1 shall be referred to by the candidate.
- The said reference no. shall be entered in the “SR-1” by the candidate.
- The candidate shall arrange submission of their aadhaar and registration slip as they are expected to be produced for reference at some stage of the selection process.
- If in case a candidate deposits the fee in a wrong account, or doesn’t correctly submit the application form with payment details, the application will be rejected as incomplete and neither the fee nor the application will be valid. The candidates need to ensure correct details in the SB Collect Reference number for the payment.
- No request for reissuance of payment details and issues of Aadhaar card will be entertained in wrong submission cases and candidates will stand rejected.
- After applying online, the candidate is required to download the system generated Provisional Registration Slip with unique registration number and other essential details. Provisional registration slip needs to be generated online after confirmation with the bank details, hence candidates should check their payment status before printing the same.
- The candidates will be provided opportunity to verify their registered candidate status after three days of making payment on SAIL website.
- Fee once paid will not be refunded under any circumstances. Candidates are therefore requested to verify their eligibility before paying the application processing fee and fill in the payment details carefully.

IMPORTANT : All correspondence with candidates shall be done through email/SMS only. All information regarding shortlisting for interview/call letters etc. shall be published through email/uploading on SAIL Careers website. Responsibility of receiving, downloading and printing of interview call letter/any other information shall be of the candidate. SAIL will not be responsible for any loss incurred on account of non-receipt of call letter by the candidate or for delay/non receipt of information if a candidate fails to access his/her mail/site in time. Candidates are not required to send any document to SAIL.

1. Only Indian Nationals are eligible to apply.
2. The minimum age of employment will be 18 years.
3. Candidates possessing full time degree course from Indian University/Institution recognized by Medical Council of India (MCI) will be eligible.
4. The term departmental candidates means those candidates who are currently working with SAIL, as permanent employees and notworks of SAIL employees.
5. While applying the candidates should enter their full name as it appears in the Matriculation/Secondary certificate.
6. Candidates employed in Govt. departments/PSUs/Autonomous Bodies are required to produce NOC at the time of interview. In case of selection, candidates will be required to produce proper discharge certificates from the employer at the time of taking the appointment.
7. The St. CT/TOC(E)/P/W/D/W/S certificate should be in the form of a certificate for Government employees, which states the cadre to which the candidate is appointed. In the case of contract employees, the certificate should be submitted to a self-certified translated copy of the same in English.
8. Candidates must apply through the website www.sail.co.in. Interested candidates may download the prescribed application form from the website www.sail.co.in and apply in prescribed format along with attested copies of their certificates, etc. to the Director, Anthropological Survey of India, 27, Jawaharlal Nehru Road, Indian Museum Campus, Kolkata-700016 within 30 days from the date of publication of advertisement.

Director, Anthropological Survey of India
27, Jawaharlal Nehru Road, Kolkata-700016.
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Corrigendum to Advertisement No. 12-10/2018-M&T (Admn.)

Published in Employment News dated 25-31 May, 2019

Existing text To be read as

UGC-DAE Consortium for Scientific Research, Indore

UGC-DAE CSR

University Campus, Khandwa Road, Indore-452001 (M.P.) (www.csres.ind.in)

[Advertisement No. 02-2019]

INVITING APPLICATIONS FOR CENTRE-DIRECTOR, INDORE CENTRE

UGC-DAE Consortium for Scientific Research (UGC-DAE CSR) is an autonomous institution established by the University Grants Commission (UGC), New Delhi with headquarters at Indore and Centres at Indore, Mumbai and Kolkata. This Consortium also has a Node at Kalpakkam. Each Centre is headed by a Centre-Director.

UGC-DAE CSR invites applications for the post of Centre-Director for its Indore Centre. This post is in the Pay Band Level 14 and carries other allowances as per rules. The gross salary at present including all allowances is Rs. 1,92,640/-. The last date for receipt of applications is 10-July-2019.

The Centre-Director, who will be an expert in condensed matter physics and materials science, will provide general guidance to the scientific activities of the Centre towards the broad mission of enhancing the impact of university research.

Please apply online through the website www.csres.ind.in or www.icmr-nirt.res.in. The filled application form should be submitted through a valid e-mail id.

EN 12/130
Subject: Filling up the post of Deputy Director (Cultural Anthropology Division), General Central Service, Group 'A' Gazetted, Non-Ministerial in the pay scale of Rs. 67,700-2,08,700/- in the pay band (PB-1) Rs. 5200-20200 plus Grade pay of Rs. 2400/- per month, plus other allowances as admissible.

Applications are invited from eligible Ex-Service men for appointment to the following post in Rajamanna Centre for Advanced Technology (RRCAT), Indore -

Name of Post: Deputy Director (Cultural Anthropology Division)

Pay Scale: Level 11 of Pay Matrix (18000/- Per Month, plus other allowances as admissible)

Total No. of posts: 19 Nos.

Candidates may please visit RRCAT website www.rrcat.gov.in/Career/Current Openings/Current Openings.html where full details regarding age, eligibility, and other details can be seen.

Note 1:
(i) Doctorate Degree in Anthropology.
(ii) Ten years research experience in the field of Cultural Anthropology.
(iii) Published work in Cultural Anthropology.

Note 2:
(i) Master's degree in Anthropology of a recognized University with more than fifty percent papers in Cultural Anthropology in final year of examination.

Eligibility: -

1. Essential qualifications and experience as per the post.
2. To assist the Head of the department in scientific, technical and administrative work. To carry out Anthropological investigations in the field of Anthropology. To assist Head of the Department in scientific, technical and administrative work. To carry out Anthropological investigations in the field of Anthropology.

2. Job Description:

(i) Doctorate Degree in Anthropology.
(ii) Ten years research experience in the field of Cultural Anthropology.
(iii) Published work in Cultural Anthropology.

Eligibility criteria and other conditions may be seen on IPA website www.ipa.nic.in.
Indian Institute of Mass Communication
Aruna Asaf Ali Marg, JNU Campus, New Delhi 110067
Application for the post of Director General, IIMC

The Indian Institute of Mass Communication (IIMC), an Autonomous Institute under the Ministry of Information & Broadcasting, Government of India invites applications from eligible candidates for the post of Director General.

Details of application, tenure of the post, Scale of Pay, Duties and Responsibilities, Essential and Desirable Qualifications, etc. regarding above engagement are available in ‘Vacancy’ section on the website of Ministry of Information & Broadcasting i.e. www.mib.gov.in and also ‘Vacancies’ section on the website of Indian Institute of Mass Communication i.e. www.iimc.gov.in

The last date for receiving completed applications at IIMC is 19 July 2019.
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RASHTRIYA SANSKRIT SANSTHAN
(Deemed University)

(under the auspices of the Ministry of Human Resource Development, Govt. of India)

CS-27, Institutional Area, Jaiwarna, New Delhi-110015
Website: www.rsssrst.nic.in

NOTIFICATION OF VACANCY FOR RECRUITMENT OF TEACHING POSITIONS

Rashtriya Sanskrit Sansthan, Deemed University (Rsssrst) invites applications from Indian nationals for recruitment to the following teaching posts at its headquarters and Campuses located at different places of the country. The applications should be submitted through Online only in the format given on Rashtriya Sanskrit Sansthan’s official website. A copy of this notification should be submitted along with two copies of the filled-in application form and the copies of relevant documents on which the selection/short-listing process would be based. The candidates have to ensure that all the information furnished in the applications is correct in all respects. Applications received after the closing date shall not be considered.

Name of the Post: Professor (Level 14)
Salary: Rs. 2,50,000 to Rs. 3,70,200
Eligibility: PhD in any discipline of Sanskrit
Desirable: Teaching experience of at least 5 years

Name of the Post: Associate Professor (Level 13)
Salary: Rs. 2,20,000 to Rs. 3,70,200
Eligibility: PhD in any discipline of Sanskrit
Desirable: Teaching experience of at least 3 years

Name of the Post: Assistant Professor (Level 12)
Salary: Rs. 1,80,000 to Rs. 3,70,200
Eligibility: PhD in any discipline of Sanskrit
Desirable: Teaching experience of at least 2 years

Name of the Post: Lecturer (Level 11)
Salary: Rs. 1,60,000 to Rs. 3,70,200
Eligibility: PhD in any discipline of Sanskrit
Desirable: Teaching experience of at least 1 year

Name of the Post: Guest Teachers (Level 10)
Salary: Rs. 1,50,000 to Rs. 3,50,200
Eligibility: PhD in any discipline of Sanskrit
Desirable: Teaching experience of at least 1 year

Name of the Post: Junior Research Fellow (Level 9)
Salary: Rs. 45,000 to Rs. 50,000
Eligibility: MPhil in Sanskrit
Desirable: Research experience of at least 1 year

Name of the Post: Research Assistant (Level 8)
Salary: Rs. 35,000 to Rs. 43,500
Eligibility: MPhil in Sanskrit
Desirable: Research experience of at least 1 year

Name of the Post: Research Fellow (Level 7)
Salary: Rs. 35,000 to Rs. 43,500
Eligibility: MPhil in Sanskrit
Desirable: Research experience of at least 1 year

Name of the Post: Computer Operator (Level 6)
Salary: Rs. 25,500 to Rs. 30,000
Eligibility: Graduate in any discipline
Desirable: Knowledge of computer

Name of the Post: Librarian (Level 5)
Salary: Rs. 25,500 to Rs. 30,000
Eligibility: Library Science Graduate
Desirable: Knowledge of computer

Name of the Post: Administrative Assistant (Level 4)
Salary: Rs. 20,000 to Rs. 31,000
Eligibility: Graduate in any discipline
Desirable: Knowledge of computer

Name of the Post: Driver (Level 3)
Salary: Rs. 16,000 to Rs. 18,000
Desirable: Possessing a valid driving license

Name of the Post: Cook (Level 2)
Salary: Rs. 10,000 to Rs. 11,000
Desirable: Possessing a valid RTO license

Name of the Post: Law Assistant (Level 1)
Salary: Rs. 10,000 to Rs. 11,000
Desirable: Possessing a valid RTO license

For details, please visit our website: www.rsssrst.nic.in

EN 12/61

Indian Institute of Mass Communication
Aruna Asaf Ali Marg, JNU Campus, New Delhi 110067
Application for the post of Director General, IIMC

The Indian Institute of Mass Communication (IIMC), an Autonomous Institute under the Ministry of Information & Broadcasting, Government of India invites applications from eligible candidates for the post of Director General.

Details of application, tenure of the post, Scale of Pay, Duties and Responsibilities, Essential and Desirable Qualifications, etc. regarding above engagement are available in ‘Vacancy’ section on the website of Ministry of Information & Broadcasting i.e. www.mib.gov.in and also ‘Vacancies’ section on the website of Indian Institute of Mass Communication i.e. www.iimc.gov.in

The last date for receiving completed applications at IIMC is 19 July 2019.
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Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare
Department of Agriculture, Cooperation and Farmers Welfare

Applications are invited from eligible candidates belonging to Central Government or State Government or Union Territory Administration or Public Sector Undertakings or Agricultural Universities or recognized research institutes or councils or semi-govt. or autonomous or statutory organization for filling up of one vacant post of Senior Agricultural Engineer [General Central Service, Group ‘A’ Gazetted] in Level 11 (Rs. 67,700-20,870) in pay matrix, at North Eastern Region Farm Machinery Testing Institute and Training Institute, Biswanath Chariali (Assam), a subordinate office under Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare, Department of Agriculture, Cooperation and Farmers Welfare on deputation (including short term contract) basis urgently. Complete details about eligibility conditions including format of application, etc. are available on Rashtriya Sanskrit Sansthan’s website www.rsssrst.nic.in.

No.12-4/2017-M&T(Admn.)
Government of India
Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare
Department of Agriculture, Cooperation and Farmers Welfare

Applications are invited from eligible candidates belonging to Central Government or State Government or Union Territory Administration or Public Sector Undertakings or Agricultural Universities or recognized research institutes or councils or semi-govt. or autonomous or statutory organization for filling up of one vacant post of Senior Agricultural Engineer [General Central Service, Group ‘A’ Gazetted] in Level 11 (Rs. 67,700-20,870) in pay matrix, at North Eastern Region Farm Machinery Testing Institute and Training Institute, Biswanath Chariali (Assam), a subordinate office under Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare, Department of Agriculture, Cooperation and Farmers Welfare on deputation (including short term contract) basis urgently. Complete details about eligibility conditions including format of application, etc. are available on Rashtriya Sanskrit Sansthan’s website www.rsssrst.nic.in.

For details, please visit our website: www.rsssrst.nic.in
Subject: Filling up Two posts of Personal Assistant (PA) in the Office of the Controller of Certifying Authorities, initially on Deputation Basis.

1. It is proposed to fill up two vacant posts of Personal Assistant (PA) in the Office of the Controller of Certifying Authorities, initially on deputation basis for a period of 02 years and based on performance, the incumbent could be considered for absorption subsequently from the eligible and interested candidates. The detail of the post, eligibility criteria, proforma etc., is available on website www.cca.gov.in.

2. Applications of eligible and interested persons of the Ministry/Department may be forwarded in the prescribed proforma (Annexure-II) through proper channel to Shri Shamsuddin Khan, Scientist ‘E’, Office of Controller of Certifying Authorities, initially on Deputation Basis on or before 30-06-2019. The date and time of the interview will be intimated separately. No traveling allowance is admissible either for attending the interview or for joining the apprenticeship programme if selected. Completed application in the prescribed proforma should be sent to the address given by post to:

Office of the Chief Engineer & Administrator
Andaman Lakshadweep Harbour Works
Mohanpur, Port Blair-744101
Email: nit_alhw@rediffmail.com

Note:

i) The department does not guarantee any employment opportunity on conclusion of the apprenticeship training. Candidates who desire to have enrollment in the afore mentioned apprenticeship programme may submit their application in the prescribed form within the due date.

ii) A passport size photograph of the applicant should be affixed on the right side up of the application. Original certificates should be produced at the time of interview. The interview for selection will be held at Port Blair. The date and time of the interview will be intimated separately. No traveling allowance is admissible either for attending the interview or for joining the apprenticeship programme if selected.

F. No. 1(136)/2015-CCA
Government of India
Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology
Office of Controller of Certifying Authorities
Electronics Niketan, 6, CGO Complex
Lodi Road, New Delhi -110003

Subject: Filling up Two posts of Personal Assistant (PA) in the Office of the Controller of Certifying Authorities, initially on Deputation Basis.

1. It is proposed to fill up two vacant posts of Personal Assistant (PA) in the Office of the Controller of Certifying Authorities, initially on deputation basis for a period of 02 years and based on performance, the incumbent could be considered for absorption subsequently from the eligible and interested candidates. The detail of the post, eligibility criteria, proforma etc., is available on website of the Office of CCA (www.cca.gov.in).

2. Applications of eligible and interested persons of the Ministry/Department may be forwarded in the prescribed proforma (Annexure-II) through proper channel to Shri Shamsuddin Khan, Scientist ‘E’, Office of Controller of Certifying Authorities, Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology, Electronics Niketan, 6 CGO Complex, Lodi Road, New Delhi -110003 within 45 days from the date of publication of this advertisement. The appointment on deputation basis, the deputation would be governed by the terms and conditions contained in Department of Personnel and Training O.M. No. 68/2009-Estt.(Pay-II) dated 17th June 2010.

3. The criteria for the above posts are as under:

(i) Post : Personal Assistant (PA)
(ii) Number of Posts : 02 (Two)
(iii) Age limit : The maximum age limit for appointment on deputation shall not be exceeding 56 years as on the closing date of receipt of applications.
(iv) Scale of Pay : Level-7 (Rs. 44,900-1,42,400/-)
(v) Educational qualification: Refer to website (www.cca.gov.in).

Name of the Board/University/Institute
Name of the subject
Name of the exam
Percentage of marks obtained
Name of the candidate
Permanent residential address
Address for correspondence
Note: I hereby declare that all the statements made by me in the application are true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Signature of the applicant

Affix Photo

Name of the candidate

Place :
Date :
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For Graduate/Diploma Holders in Engineering Apprenticeship to be filled in English OR Hindi in Block Letters
Applications are invited from eligible candidates belonging to Central Government or State Government or Union Territory Administration for filling up of one vacant post of Administrative Officer [General Central Service, Group ‘B’ Gazetted in Level 7 (Rs. 44900-142400) in pay matrix at Northern Region Farm Machinery Training and Testing Institute, Hisar (Haryana) a subordinate office under Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare, Department of Agriculture, Cooperation and Farmers Welfare website www.agricoop.nic.in and the website of Farm Machinery Training and Testing Institutes fmttin.haryana.gov.in and fmtti.mp.gov.in and fmtti.up.gov.in and fmtti.in and fmtti.gov.in]. Application (in triplicate) in prescribed proforma with complete details should be forwarded through proper channel to the Deputy Secretary (M&T), Room No. 298, Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare, Department of Agriculture, Cooperation, and Farmers Welfare, Krishri Bhawan, Dr. Rajendra Prasad Road, New Delhi-110001, within 60 days from the date of publication of this advertisement in the Employment News.

Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel National Police Academy
Hyderabad-500052

Applications are invited from eligible Officers under the Central/State Governments for filling up of one post of ‘Hindi Instructor’ in Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel National Police Academy, Hyderabad-500052, by deputation.

1. APPLICATION FORMS: Application forms will be available in the Central Social Welfare Board’s website (www.cswb.gov.in) from 03-08-2019 to 01-09-2019 and in the websites of CSWB, www.agricoop.nic.in and the website of Farm Machinery Training and Testing Institute www.fmtti.budni.gov.in and www.fmtti.budni.gov.in and www.fmtti.ind.in and www.fmttibudni.gov.in and www.fmtti.ind.in. Application (in triplicate) in prescribed proforma with complete details should be forwarded through proper channel to the Deputy Director (Pers.), Room No. 12-7/2018-M&T (Admn.), Ministry of Agriculture, Cooperation and Farmers Welfare, New Delhi-110001, within 60 days from the date of publication of this advertisement in Employment News.

CFTI, AGRA

CFTI, Agra has been developing human resource for Footwear & Allied industry through various Training Programs and Activities.

ADMISSION NOTICE FOR JOB ORIENTED NSQF APPROVED COURSES

1. DIPLOMA IN “FOOTWEAR MANUFACTURE & DESIGN” (DFMD)
2. PG HIGHER DIPLOMA IN “FOOTWEAR TECHNOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT STUDIES” (PGHDM)
3. PG DIPLOMA IN "FOOTWEAR TECHNOLOGY” (PGDFT)
4. ADVANCED CERTIFICATE IN “FOOTWEAR DESIGN & PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT” (ACFDPD)
5. ADVANCED CERTIFICATE IN “FOOTWEAR MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY” (ACFNT)
6. CERTIFICATE IN “SHOE CAP” (CSCD)

Note: Courses in Sl. 1 & 2 are accredited with Textile Institute, UK.

- Courses in Sl. 2 is an international course. 6 weeks external training at Leicester University, UK.

- Last date for issue of Prospectus & Submission of application form:- 26-07-2019

- Written Test :- 03-08-2019

- Written Test & Personal Interview: - 08-09-2019

- Application from:-

Admission Procedure:- Selection will be done on merit basis considering both written test and marks secured in eligible qualification.

- Seats: May be increased/decreased at the discretion of the Director.

- Placement: Assistance is given to the pass out candidates for employment in leading Footwear Industries.

- Hostel facility is available for Boys & Girls separately for the candidates who are residing 50 KM away from the Institute should compulsorily avail Hostel Accommodation Facility during the entire Course duration.

- Training Fee (Tuition Fee only) will not be charged from SC/ST candidates.

- Prospectus Cost: Counter Sale Rs. 60/- and through post on sending of DD of Rs. 65/- in favour of Director, CFTI, Agra payable at Agra.

- Reserve Seats: As per Govt. of India rules for SC/ST and Economic Backward Class candidates, 10% seats reserved for women candidates. The course is not suitable for persons with disabilities viz. blindness or orthopaedically Handicapped/Locomotor Disability/ Cerebral Palsy with one Arm or one Leg affected as the trainees have to operate Heavy Footwear Machinery during the training.

- Sponsored Quota: 10 Seats for Courses in S. No. 01, 05 Seats for course in S. No. 03, 10 Seats for Course in S. No. 05 and C2 Seats for course in S. No. 04 are reserved for Industry sponsored Candidates.

- Footwear Manufacturing Company should write directly with a crossed cheque of Rs. 2,000/- for course 01 and Rs. 2,50,000/- for Course 03 Rs. 1,00,000/- for course 05 and Rs. 2,00,000/- for course 04 to the Director, CFTI, Agra along with Rs. 60/- for cost of prospectus on or before 20-07-2019. Sponsoring industries are required to ensure that their candidates have not applied directly, otherwise both the application may be rejected.

- For further details please visit the website of CFTI, Agra www.cftiagra.org.in and the website of Farm Machinery Training and Testing Institute www.fmtti.budni.gov.in and www.fmtti.budni.gov.in and www.fmtti.ind.in and www.fmtti.gov.in.

- Contact: 011-26543700, 8790600032, 9414262899

The Central Social Welfare Board (CSWB) is a premier organization working under the aegis of Ministry of Women & Child Development, Govt. of India and implements the programs for empowerment of women & development of children throughout the country. The Central Civil Services Rules are applicable to the employees of Central Social Welfare Board. The CSWB invites applications for filling up of one post of Senior Research Officer in Level-11 (Pay Band & Grade Pay of Rs. 15600-39100 + 6600) and one post of Accountant in Level-6 (Pay Band & Grade Pay of Rs. 9300-34800+4200) which are to be filled on deputation basis on urgent basis.

- For details regarding terms and conditions and downloading the application form, please visit the official website of CSWB i.e. www.cswb.gov.in.

- The complete application should reach to this office within forty five (45) days from the date of publication of this advertisement in Employment News.

- Incomplete applications shall be rejected outrightly and decision of the Competent Authority, in this regard, shall be final.
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Applications are invited for filling up the following post on deputation basis in Prasar Bharati Secretariat, New Delhi

**RECRUITMENT NOTICE**

**Post No. of Posts Pay Band & Grade Pay**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No.</th>
<th>Name of the post</th>
<th>Number of Vacant Post and category of post(s)</th>
<th>Scale Pay</th>
<th>Mode of recruitment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Library &amp; Information Officer (Group ‘A’)</td>
<td>(1) Deputation</td>
<td>Grade Pay of Rs. 6600 Pay Level-11</td>
<td>by deputation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Audit Officer (Group ‘B’)</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>Grade Pay of Rs. 4800 Pay Level-6</td>
<td>by deputation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Assistant Documentation Officer (Group ‘B’ Tech.)</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>Grade Pay of Rs. 4600 Pay Level-7</td>
<td>by direct recruitment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Programme Officer (Group ‘B’ Tech.)</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>Grade Pay of Rs. 4600 Pay Level-7</td>
<td>by direct recruitment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Assistant Editor (Group ‘B’ Tech.)</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>Grade Pay of Rs. 4600 Pay Level-7</td>
<td>by direct recruitment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Publication Assistant (Group ‘B’ Tech.)</td>
<td>(1) (Unreserved)</td>
<td>Grade Pay of Rs. 35400 Pay Level-6</td>
<td>by direct recruitment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Stenographer (Group ‘B’ Ministerial)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>Grade Pay of Rs. 4200 Pay Level-6</td>
<td>by direct recruitment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Library &amp; Information Assistant (Group ‘B’ Tech.)</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>Grade Pay of Rs. 4200 Pay Level-6</td>
<td>by direct recruitment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Senior Clerk (Group ‘C’ Ministerial)</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>Grade Pay of Rs. 2400 Pay Level-4</td>
<td>by direct recruitment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>MTS</td>
<td>(2) (OBC)</td>
<td>Grade Pay of Rs. 18000 Pay Level-1</td>
<td>by direct recruitment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Library &amp; Information Assistant (Group ‘B’ Tech.)</td>
<td>(1) (OBC)</td>
<td>Grade Pay of Rs. 4200 Pay Level-6</td>
<td>by direct recruitment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Stenographer</td>
<td>(1) (UR)</td>
<td>Grade Pay of Rs. 4200 Pay Level-6</td>
<td>by direct recruitment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Programme Officer (Group ‘B’ Tech.)</td>
<td>(1) (UR)</td>
<td>Grade Pay of Rs. 4600 Pay Level-7</td>
<td>by direct recruitment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interested candidates may send the resume within 30 days from the date of publication of the advertisement in the Employment News to Deputy Director (PEBD), Prasar Bharati Secretariat, Prasar Bharati House, Cosmopolitan Marg, New Delhi. For eligibility criteria, qualification and any other details, please visit our website www.prasabhaustralia.gov.in

Fax: 28520748
Email: dg-ccras@nic.in, Website: www.ccras.nic.in, Tel: 011-28525852

Advertisement No. 1/2019

**DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT & CULTURAL HERITAGE AEON INSTITUTE**

The Department of Management, University of North Bengal invites application for admission to its 2 year Full Time MBA Programme (Specialization) for the academic session 2013-2014.

**Eligibility:** (i) Graduation (except Graduates in Fine Arts or Performing Arts) and appearing for final semester/year of graduation (ii) Obtained C.C.R.H. C.R.A/I.N.A.T./C.A.T.A/R.A./J.B.E.T/I.A.T./W.B.J.M.A/T.B.M.A/2013. Candidates found eligible after initial screening will have to appear for Group Discussion, Essay Writing and Extempore to be conducted by NBU.

Interested candidates are required to submit Online Application Form before 8th July 2013 through the following website: www.nbubc.in with a payment of Rs. 500/- by using Debit Card/Credit Card/Internet Banking.

Note: The no. of fellowship indicated above are tentative and subject to change.

### Research Councils

1. **Ayurveda**: Central Council for Research in Ayurvedic Sciences (CCRAS) 16
   - Website: www.ccras.nic.in
2. **Unani**: Central Council for Research in Unani Medicine (CCRUM) 2
   - Website: www.ccrum.res.in
3. **Siddha**: Central Council for Research in Siddha (CCRS) 2
   - Website: www.siddhaonline.com
4. **Homoeopathy**: Central Council for Research in Homoeopathy (CCRH) 4
   - Website: www.ccrhindia.nic.in

**Synergy, Natak Akademi**

National Academy of Music, Dance & Drama
Address: 35 Ferozeshah Road, New Delhi-110001

**RECRUITMENT NOTICE**

The applications are invited from willing and eligible personnel for filling up of following posts in the Sangeet Natak Akademi i.e. autonomous body of the Ministry of Culture, Government of India, registered office at Rabindra Bhawan, 35, Ferozeshah Road, New Delhi-110001:

For details of eligibility criteria, educational Qualifications, Experience, Age, Pay/Consolidated Remuneration and Application format etc., please visit our website (http://sangeetnatak.gov.in/sna).

The last date for submission of application is 30 days i.e. applicable from the date of advertisement of these posts in the Employment News.

Secretary
Sangeet Natak Akademi, New Delhi

davp 09114/11/0002/1920

**Central Council for Research in Ayurvedic Sciences**

Jawaharlal Nehru Bhartiya Vidya Bhawan, 35 Ferozeshah Road, New Delhi-110001

An Autonomous Organisation under Ministry of AYUSH, Government of India

- **Ph.D. Fellowships/Junior Research Fellowships (JRF) for NET qualified Non-AYUSH (Non-Medical) Aspirants to pursue Ph.D. in Ayurveda, Yoga & Naturopathy, Unani, Siddha and Homoeopathy**

The Central Research Councils function under Ministry of AYUSH, Govt. of India to promote and coordinate research activities in the respective systems of medicine, as indicated below:

1. **Ayurveda**: Central Council for Research in Ayurvedic Sciences (CCRAS)
2. **Yoga & Naturopathy**: Central Council for Research in Yoga & Naturopathy (CCRYY)
3. **Unani**: Central Council for Research in Unani Medicine (CCRUM)
4. **Siddha**: Central Council for Research in Siddha (CCRS)
5. **Homoeopathy**: Central Council for Research in Homoeopathy (CCRH)

- **Research Councils**
  - **CCRAS Ayurveda** 16
  - **CCRYY Yoga & Naturopathy** 04
  - **CCRUM Unani** 03
  - **CCRS Siddha** 02
  - **CCRH Homoeopathy** 05

**Note:** The no. of fellowship indicated above are tentative and subject to change.

- **3. Essential Qualification:** Post Graduation in Biomedical Sciences (with emphasis on Life Sciences)/Chemical Sciences/Physical Sciences/Social Sciences/Biostatistics and having a NET Certificate with eligible validity period, as mentioned above.

- **4. Upper Age Limit: 28 years as on the date of issue of advertisement in the Employment News. This will be relaxable up to 5 years in the case of candidates belonging to Schedule Castes/Schedule Tribes/Other Backward Classes and female candidates.**

- **5. Stipend & Contingency:** The fellowship will be provided for pursuing Ph.D. under a recognized University/Institution of choice and during their fellowship, they will be termed as Junior Research Fellows (JRFs) for 2-3 years extendable as Senior Research Fellows (SRF) for 2-3 years, total for maximum 5 years. The monthly emoluments will be Rs. 25,000/- for JRF and Rs. 28,000/- for SRF + House Rent Allowance per month + annual contingency of Rs. 20,000/- to the University/Institution (likely to increase as per DSTR norms, if approved). In addition, the fellow may submit a project proposal to obtain one time Research Contingency Grant-in-Aid up to Rs. 01.00 lakh within 3 months of joining the fellowship subject to approval of the concerned Research Council.

- **6. How to apply:** The interested candidates possessing the above mentioned qualifications and as per the date of publication of advertisement in the Employment News may apply to the concerned research councils directly in the prescribed application form (Annexure- I of the Ayurveda Ph.D. Fellowship Scheme, 2018) for the respective streams of their interest (Ayurveda/Yoga & Naturopathy/Unani/Siddha/Homoeopathy). Candidates interested in applying for more than one stream of AYUSH are required to apply separately to respective councils. The Application Form (Annexure-I) and Fellowship Scheme are available on the given websites of Research Councils and Ministry of AYUSH.http://ayush.gov.in. Only the shortlisted candidates will be informed and called for interview by the respective Councils. The applicants are advised to visit these websites regularly for updates.

7. **Last date for submission of Application Form:** Up to Two Months (60 days) from the date of advertisement in the Employment News.

www.Jobriya.com

Assistant Director (Coord.)

davp 17216/11/0004/1920
Government of India
Ministry of Defence

Recruitment to the post of Planning Officer (System)

Applications are invited for filling up of one post of Planning Officer (System) in Ministry of Defence, New Delhi on deputation/re-employment basis, in the level 12 in the pay matrix (Rs. 78800/- to 209200/-) for civilian officers and level 12-A in the pay matrix (Rs. 116700/- to 210700/-) plus Military Service Pay admissible to the rank of officers of the rank of Lieutenant Colonel for service officer.

Circular for this vacancy along with application form and other eligibility conditions are available at our website www.mod.nic.in.

The application in the prescribed format complete in all respects alongwith the supporting documents as required in the circular may be sent through proper channel so as to reach the Under Secretary, Ministry of Defence, Room No. 319-A, ‘B’ Wing, Sena Bhawan, New Delhi within two months from the date of publication of this advertisement in the Employment News/ Rozgar Samachar.

Applications received after due date or which is not in the prescribed format or without requisite documents will not be considered.

[Further details and instructions are provided in the original text.]
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research
National Centre of the Govt. of India for Nuclear Science and Mathematics and a Deemed University
1, Homi Bhabha Road, Navy Nagar, Colaba, Mumbai- 400005

Advertisement No. 2019/10
Number of Apprentices to be recruited: 5 (Five)
Walk in Selection on July 12, 2019 from 9.00 am onwards.
(Candidates will not be allowed after 12.00 noon)

Walk in Selection for engagement of Tradesman Trainees Trade Apprentices under Apprentices Act, 1961
Walk in Selection for Engagement of Tradesman Trainees Trade Apprentices under Apprentices Act, 1961 and Apprenticeship Rules, 1961 in Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Mumbai. This selection is only for Apprenticeship training on stipendiary basis:
The designated Trades along with the number of trainees are indicated below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No.</th>
<th>Designated Trade</th>
<th>No. of Trainees to be recruited</th>
<th>Age Below (Years)</th>
<th>Stipend</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Electrical</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Rs. 12500/- p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Machinist</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Rs. 12500/- p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Fitter</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Rs. 12500/- p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Welder</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Rs. 12500/- p.m.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For qualification, general information and details regarding Walk-in-Sessions, please visit the website: http://www.tifr.res.in/positions. dlap 48124/11/0003/1920 EN 12/58

No. P-21013/01/2019-LPG
Government of India
Ministry of Petroleum & Natural Gas
Shastri Bhawan, New Delhi

Subject : Filling up of the post of Executive Director in the Petroleum Conservation Research Association (PCRA), New Delhi.

It is proposed to fill up the post of Executive Director in the Petroleum Conservation Research Association (PCRA), New Delhi on deputation basis, initially for a period of three years which is extendable by two more years.

2. PCRA is a Society registered under the provision of the Societies Registration Act, 1860. Secretary, Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas is the ex-officio Chairman of the Society and also the Chairman of the Governing Body. The scale and perquisites of ED, PCRA are normally that of an Executive Director in a Schedule-I Public Sector Undertaking. However, in the case of a Group-A All India Service Officer/Group-A Central Service Officer appointed to the post, it would be payable in the scale of pay of Joint Secretary to the Government of India. The Executive Director is primarily responsible for the execution of the programs and the activities of PCRA, subject to control of the Governing Body and under the guidance of the Executive Committee.

Eligibility Criteria for the post of ED, PCRA:

(i) Educational Qualification:
   Essential Qualification:
   Graduate in Engineering or Science.
   Desirable Qualification:
   Doctorate or any other higher qualification in Engineering or Science subject or in energy management and conservation. Also, any academic qualification in mass communication or journalism would be an added advantage.

(ii) Professional Experience:
   Essential Experience:
   A minimum experience of 16 years of management in any industry, academic or R&D institution or in Government. Officers holding the post of Joint Secretary or Director or equivalent in Government of India/State Government/Parent Cadre are also eligible to apply. (Cut-off date for experience will be last date of receipt of application.)
   Desirable Experience:
   Five years of experience in any of the fields hereinafter indicated, viz. (a) Oil and Gas Industry, (b) Energy Management, (c) Energy Conservation. Any publications by way of research papers, technical reports or articles in any of these fields, and/or any experience in Mass Communication or media publicity would be added advantage.

(iii) Age limit:
   The age of the candidate applying for the post should not be more than 55 years on the last date of submission of the application.

3. The application and requisite documents are to be sent through proper channel (cadre controlling authority in case of Group 'A' officers) along with vigilance clearance to the Secretary, Ministry of Petroleum & Natural Gas and Chairman, PCRA, Room No. 206, ‘A’-Wing, Shastri Bhawan, New Delhi-110001.

4. The last date for receipt of applications is 28 days from the date of publication of this advertisement.

K. M. Mahesh
Director (LPG)
Tel. 011-23387404

dlap 33101/11/0001/1920
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Central Power Research Institute

(An Autarkic Institution under Ministry of Power)

Central Power Research Institute

The Advertisement No. CFRI / 08 / 2019 dated 13.04.2019 inviting applications for the anticiated vacancy of Accounts Officer which was published in Employment News / Rozgar Samachar on 13 -19th April 2019 issue, page no. 23 stands cancelled due to administrative reasons.

Chief Administrative Officer

www.indiagovernmentjobs.net

Reruitment

Employment News 22 - 28 June 2019

EN 12/9

Crucial information

www.employmentnews.gov.in
2. Eligibility:

- All India Services Officers or other Central Government Group 'A' Officers.
- Minimum age of 20 years and must not have attained the age of 27 years as on 25th June, 2019. (Relaxable for SC/ST/OBC, Employees of EPFO, Ex-service men and Persons with Disability as per rules).
- Must have attained the age of 20 years and must not have attained the age of 27 years as on 25th June, 2019. (Relaxable for SC/ST/OBC, Employees of EPFO, Ex-service men and Persons with Disability as per rules).

3. Application Form:

- The application form is available on the DCPW website under link (Miscellaneous >> Recruitments) or the link https://www.epfindia.gov.in/site-en/index.php w.e.f 30th May, 2019.
- Applications through any other mode except Online will not be entertained.
- Applications are payable through a demand draft drawn in favour of "Employees Provident Fund Organisation" payable at New Delhi.
- The filled-in Application form is available on our website www.epfindia.gov.in/employmentnews under link Registration for Posts to be filled up.

4. Selection Process:

- Personal Fitness Test (PFT) will be conducted for all candidates.
- Physical Measurement will be conducted for candidates selected in PFT.
- Written Examination to be conducted by the Employees' Provident Fund Organisation.
- The dates for submission of Online Application are from 30th May, 2019 to 25th June, 2019.
- The filled-in Application forms can be downloaded from the website www.epfindia.gov.in.

5. Number of Post:

- 4 posts for Delhi, Lucknow, Guwahati, and 03 posts for Kochi, Raipur and Jammu.

6. Pay Scale:

- Pay Rs. 67700-208700 in Pay Scale- Pay Matrix Level-11 basis Kochi, Raipur and Jammu.
- Pay Rs. 6600/- in Central Government/State Government departments, as per the details given below:

7. Other Conditions:

- Employees should have not attained the age of 58 years as on the closing date of the receiving of the application.
- Applications which are incomplete or not accompanied by the documents/information as per Para 3 above will not be considered.
- The Cadre Authorities may ascertain that the particulars sent by the officers are correct as per the records.

8. gates.gov.in

9. Employees Provident Fund Organisation (Ministry of Labour & Employment, Govt. of India)

10. Recruitment to the post of Assistants (Pay Level-7)

- Employees’ Provident Fund Organisation (EPFO) will be conducting an Online Examination on 30th July, 2019 and 31st July, 2019 for Recruitment to the post of Assistant and invites Online Applications for recruitment to the post. Dates for submission of On-Line Application are from 30th May, 2019 to 25th June, 2019.
- Scale of Pay Level-7 of Pay Matrix (Civilian employees) under 7th Pay Commission with Entry Pay Rs. 44,900/-.
- Transport Allowance and other allowances as per rules in force from time to time.
- Number of Post: 280
- Age: Must have attained the age of 20 years and must not have attained the age of 27 years as on 25th June, 2019. (Relaxable for SC/ST/OBC, Employees of EPFO, Ex-service men and Persons with Disability as per rules).
- Educational Qualifications: Must possess Degree from recognized University or equivalent as per 25th June, 2019. The details of vacancies, nationality/citizenship of candidates, scheme of examination, centers of examination, selection process, application fee, prescribed format of applications etc. will be available on our website www.epfindia.gov.in (Miscellaneous >> Recruitments) or the link https://www.epfindia.gov.in/site-en/index.php w.e.f 30th May, 2019.

11. Government of India

12. Ministry of Communications

13. Notice:

- Sub: Filling up of the post of One PA/Stenographer, Grade-I (Group B, Non Gazetted) in the office of the Controller of Communications Accounts, Kerala Circle, Thrivananthapuram on deputation basis from the officials working in Central Government/Autonomous bodies of Central Government/State Government.
- Details of eligibility and other conditions are available in the DoT website i.e. www.dot.gov.in
### Central Institute of Buddhist Studies (CIBS)

(Deemed to be University)
Choglamsar, Leh-194101, Ladakh (J&K)

**Advertisements Notice No. 2 of 2019**

**Dated:** 25 -05-2019

**Website:** www.cibs.ac.in

**E-mail:** cibsladakh@gmail.com

**Website:** www.cibs.ac.in

**Contact No.9419840937**

**Tel:** +91-1982-264387

---

The particulars of posts, Essential qualifications and other necessary requirements are as under:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Department in which posts are lying vacant</th>
<th>Name of post</th>
<th>No. of posts</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Essential Qualification</th>
<th>Place of posting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Department of Bhoti Literature</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>Bhoti Literature</td>
<td>1. A consistently good academic record, possessing eminent scholarship in subject concerned. 2. Doctorate degree 3. At least 12 years teaching experience/ Research Guide in a University or Degree College.</td>
<td>CIBS, Choglamsar, Leh (Senior Wing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Comparative Philosophy</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>Comparative Philosophy</td>
<td>1. A consistently good academic record, possessing eminent scholarship in subject concerned. 2. Doctorate degree 3. At least 12 years teaching experience/Research Guide in a University or Degree College.</td>
<td>CIBS, Choglamsar, Leh (Senior Wing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Sowa-Rigpa &amp; Astrology</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>Sowa-Rigpa</td>
<td>1. A consistently good academic record, possessing eminent scholarship in subject concerned. 2. Doctorate degree 3. At least 12 years teaching experience/Research Guide in a University or Degree College.</td>
<td>CIBS, Choglamsar, Leh (Senior Wing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Modern Studies</td>
<td>Reader</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>Baudh Puristic History</td>
<td>1. A consistently good academic record with first or high second class (+B) in Acharya or equivalent degree from a recognized University 2. A Degree of Doctorate in the subject concerned. 3. Seven years teaching/Research Guide experience in a Degree College or University.</td>
<td>CIBS, Choglamsar, Leh (Senior Wing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Sanskrit Baudh Darshan</td>
<td>Reader</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>Buddhist Phi. Sanskrit medium</td>
<td>1. A consistently good academic record with first or high second class (+B) in Acharya or equivalent degree from a recognized University. 2. A Degree of Doctorate in the subject concerned. 3. Seven years teaching/Research Guide experience in a Degree College or University.</td>
<td>CIBS, Choglamsar, Leh (Senior Wing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Sanskrit Baudh Darshan</td>
<td>Reader</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>Sanskrit Literature</td>
<td>1. A consistently good academic record with first or high second class (+B) in Acharya or equivalent degree from a recognized University. 2. A Degree of Doctorate in the subject concerned. 3. Seven years teaching/Research Guide experience in a Degree College or University.</td>
<td>CIBS, Choglamsar, Leh (Senior Wing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Himalayan Buddhist Traditional Arts &amp; Crafts</td>
<td>Reader</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>Himalayan Buddhist Traditional Arts &amp; Crafts</td>
<td>1. A consistently good academic record with first or high second class (+B) in Acharya or equivalent degree from a recognized University. 2. A Degree of Doctorate in the subject concerned. 3. Seven years teaching/Research Guide experience in a Degree College or University.</td>
<td>CIBS, Choglamsar, Leh (Senior Wing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Classical Language</td>
<td>Lecturer</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>Sanskrit</td>
<td>1. A consistently good academic record i.e. the overall records of all assessment throughout the academic career of a candidate with first or high second class (54% marks) in Master Degree in the subject concerned or equivalent degree from a Foreign University in such subject. 2. Ph.D/M.Phil. degree or recognized degree beyond Master's Level of published work indicating the capacity of a candidate for independent research works. 3. Atleast Two years teaching experience in Graduate classes. (iv) Knowledge of Tibetan/Hindi/Sanskrit</td>
<td>CIBS, Choglamsar, Leh (Senior Wing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Social Science</td>
<td>Lecturer</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>1. A consistently good academic record i.e. the overall records of all assessment throughout the academic career of a candidate with first or high second class (54% marks) in Master Degree in the subject concerned or equivalent degree from a Foreign University in such subject. 2. Ph.D/M.Phil. degree or recognized degree beyond Master's Level of published work indicating the capacity of a candidate for independent research works. 3. Atleast Two years teaching experience in Graduate classes. (iv) Knowledge of Tibetan/Hindi/Sanskrit</td>
<td>CIBS, Choglamsar, Leh (Senior Wing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Bhot Baudh Darshan</td>
<td>Lecturer</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>Baudh Philosophy (Bhot/Tibetan Medium)</td>
<td>1. A consistently good academic record i.e the overall records of all assessment throughout the academic career of a candidate with first or high second class (54% marks) in Master Degree in the subject concerned or equivalent degree from a Foreign University in such subject. 2. Ph.D/M.Phil. degree or recognized degree beyond Master's Level of published work indicating the capacity of a candidate for independent research works. 3. Atleast Two years teaching experience in Graduate classes. (iv) Knowledge of Tibetan/Hindi/Sanskrit</td>
<td>CIBS, Choglamsar, Leh (Senior Wing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Sampadraya Shastra</td>
<td>Lecturer</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>Nyingma Sampradaya</td>
<td>1. A consistently good academic record i.e the overall records of all assessment throughout the academic career of a candidate with first or high second class (54% marks) in Master Degree in the subject concerned or equivalent degree from a Foreign University in such subject. 2. Ph.D/M.Phil. degree or recognized degree beyond Master's Level of published work indicating the capacity of a candidate for independent research works. 3. Atleast Two years teaching experience in Graduate classes. (iv) Knowledge of Tibetan/Hindi/Sanskrit</td>
<td>CIBS, Choglamsar, Leh (Senior Wing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Sanskrit Baudh Darshan</td>
<td>Lecturer</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>Baudh Phil. Sanskrit medium</td>
<td>1. A consistently good academic record i.e the overall records of all assessment throughout the academic career of a candidate with first or high second class (54% marks) in Master Degree in the subject concerned or equivalent degree from a Foreign University in such subject. 2. Ph.D/M.Phil. degree or recognized degree beyond Master's Level of published work indicating the capacity of a candidate for independent research works. 3. Atleast Two years teaching experience in Graduate classes. (iv) Knowledge of Tibetan/Hindi/Sanskrit</td>
<td>CIBS, Choglamsar, Leh (Senior Wing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Modern Language</td>
<td>Lecturer</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>Hindi</td>
<td>1. A consistently good academic record i.e the overall records of all assessment throughout the academic career of a candidate with first or high second class (54% marks) in Master Degree in the subject concerned or equivalent degree from a Foreign University in such subject. 2. Ph.D/M.Phil. degree or recognized degree beyond Master's Level of published work indicating the capacity of a candidate for independent research works. 3. Atleast Two years teaching experience in Graduate classes. (iv) Knowledge of Tibetan/Hindi/Sanskrit</td>
<td>CIBS, Choglamsar, Leh (Senior Wing)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**National Rainfed Area Authority**

NASC Complex, 2nd Floor, Dev Prakash Shastri Marg, Pusa, New Delhi-110012

**Date:** 21st May, 2019

**Subject:** Filling up of the three posts of Director (Technical Discipline) in National Rainfed Area Authority, on deputation basis.

National Rainfed Area Authority (NRAA), an attached office of Department of Agriculture, Cooperation and Farmers Welfare, proposes to fill up the three posts of **Director** one each in the disciplines of Watershed Development, Water Management and Forestry in Level-13A, Rs. 1,31,100-2,16,600/- of pay matrix on deputation (including short term contract basis). The details of posts are as under:-

1. **(i) Director (Watershed Development or Social Science or Economics)**
   - **Professor or equivalent degree from a recognized university or**
   - **Atleast 10 years teaching experience from a recognized university or**
   - **Preference will be given for Ph.D. candidates with above degree.**

2. **(ii) Director (Water Management)**
   - **Preference will be given for B.Ed./M.Ed. candidates with above degree.**

3. **(iii) Director (Forestry)**
   - **Preference will be given for B.Ed./M.Ed. candidates with above degree.**

NOMINATIONS/APPLICATIONS of suitable candidates along with their bio-data in the prescribed proforma may be sent to Miss. Renu Singh, Under Secretary, National Rainfed Area Authority, Department of Agriculture, Cooperation and Farmers Welfare, NASA Complex, A-Block, 2nd Floor, DPS Marg, Pusa, New Delhi within 60 days of the publication of the advertisement in the Employment News/Rozgar Samachar. Full details of the above posts and other requirements are available on the website (www.nrara.gov.in/agraicoop.nic.in).

The Advertisement No. 01/2018 issued for filling up the post of Junior Hindi Translator-2 No. & Hindi Typist-1 No. which was published in Employment News on 06.10.2018 is hereby CANCELLED due to administrative reasons.

The application fee of `500/- submitted by General and OBC candidates is being refunded.

For application fee Claim Form, please visit our website http://www.cfgd.org.in.

Inconvenience, if any, caused in this regard is deeply regretted.

(Prof. Konchok Wangdu)  
Director

EN 12/39
IIM LUCKNOW
Indian Institute of Management Lucknow
Advertisement No. IIM-Recr-03/2019

Indian Institute of Management Lucknow invites applications for the following post and direct recruitment basis:

Name of Post: Finance & Accounts Officer
No. of posts: 02
Pay Level: 02 (6000-11500)

Essential Qualification:
(a) Bachelor’s degree in Accounting / Finance from a recognized University.
(b) Professional qualification such as CA/ CMA/ ACCA or equivalent.
(c) Experience: Minimum 5 years in line of work, out of which at least 3 years should be at the Pay Level-5 equivalent of C2 grade in Pay level 2/ equivalent in Central/ State Government.

Desirable Qualification:
- MBA in Finance/ Accounting.
- PMP/CAPM/CAPM certification.
- Knowledge of Accounts Software.

Age Limit:
- Minimum 35 years of age at the date of receipt of application.

Application fee:
- Rs. 50/- (Non-Refundable)

For details, please visit the institute website: www.iiml.ac.in

Applications are invited from suitable/qualified candidates meeting the eligibility conditions as stated above and may be sent directly to:

The Director
Indian Institute of Management Lucknow
Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh

Last date for receipt of application: 30th October 2019

Institution of永久性Way Engineers (India)

Diploma in RailWay Engineering

The Institution of Indian Railways invites applications for admission to the Correspondence Course of Diploma in RailWay Engineering for the academic year 2019-20. The course comprises of two semesters and is intended to facilitate the advancement of the knowledge of different disciplines of RailWay Engineering and will also make the candidates aware of the studies and functioning of Indian Railways. The eligibility criteria for this course are as under:

Eligibility:
- Non-Railway personnel: The applicant should have a 3-year Relevant Degree in any discipline of Engineering recognized by Central State/UT Government/Institute of Science/Engineering Graduate as a Graduate with Valid/Science as one of the subjects in Inter/Higher/Technical

(Re) Railway Personnel (including employees of Konkan Railway, East Coast Railway, CONCOR, RRC, FED, FSU, CCR, DSR, RVRL, DPC, MYCR and other RRBs) are included in this category. The applicant should have any one of the qualifications as prescribed in Clause 4 above or having passed High School/SSC or possessing equivalent qualification with Nuts/Science and having a minimum of 3 years of working experience in the respective discipline.

How to apply:
- (a) Prospective students should apply by e-mail at ipdeheli@gmail.com for admission to the course. 
- (b) To apply online, eligible non-Railway candidates can apply through the website www.indianrailways.gov.in.

Address Notice- 2019-20

National Institute for Empowerment of Persons with Multiple Disabilities (Divyangjan) (NIEMPD)
Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment, Govt. of India
East Coast Road, Muttukadu, Kovalam (P.O)
Chennai - 603 112
Tamil Nadu - India
Phone: 044 -27472104, 27472113, 27472423, 27472046
Toll Free No: 18004250345
www.niepmd.tn.nic.in  E-mail: niepmd@gmail.com, niepmdhrd@gmail.com

Kerala Education Society Senior Secondary School, M Block, Vicksapur, New Delhi-110 006

Diploma in Travel & Tourism

Aided by Directorate of Education, Govt. of NCT of Delhi

Applications are invited for the following posts in stone mentioned below:

S. No. | Name of the Post | No. of Vacant Posts | Category | Group | Scale of Pay | Years of Experience
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
1. | PGT (Physics) | 1 | UR | B | Rs.17000-19000 | Level 3 | 01 Post identified for Special Category Posts
2. | PGT (History) | 1 | UR | B | Rs.17000-19000 | Level 3 | 01 Post identified for Group B Posts
3. | PST (Computer Science) | 1 | UR | B | Rs.15500-20000 | Level 7 | 01 Post identified for PH/SC Category
4. | TGT (Drawing) | 1 | UR | B | Rs.14000-16400 | Level 6 | 01 Post identified for Group B Posts
5. | P.T (Tate) | 1 | UR | B | Rs.14000-16400 | Level 6 | 01 Post identified for Group B Posts
6. | Assistant Teacher | 1 | UR | B | Rs.13000-26500 | Level 4 | 01 Post identified for Group A Post
7. | Lab-Assist | 2 | UR | C | Rs.10500-3600 | Level 4 | 01 Post identified for Group B Posts

Age, Pay and Qualification are as per the Recruitment rules of Directorate of Education, Govt. of NCT of Delhi. (For further details visit:- www.education.nic.in) Only CET Qualified candidates will be eligible for the post of Asst.Teacher. Preference will be given to the candidates with the knowledge of Malayalam (CET candidates are requested to apply in the name, Kerala Senior Secondary School, M Block, Vicksapur New Delhi within 21 days from the date of advertisement as registered post only along with the attested true copies of all relevant documents.

Note:- : www.Jobriya.com

1. Experience certificates (if any) must mention designation and the post held, pay scale period and should be countersigned by the concerned Official.
2. Govt employees must note their application through proper channel along with permission letter.
3. Incomplete applications and applications received after closing date shall not be entertained in any case.
4. Reservation for differently abled persons in accordance with the rules of the Govt./State/Indian Government.

National Institute for Empowerment of Persons with Multiple Disabilities (Divyangjan) (NIEMPD)
Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment, Govt. of India
East Coast Road, Muttukadu, Kovalam (P.O)
Chennai - 603 112
Tamil Nadu - India
Phone: 044 -27472104, 27472113, 27472423, 27472046
Toll Free No: 18004250345
www.niepmd.tn.nic.in  E-mail: niepmd@gmail.com, niepmdhrd@gmail.com

Application Notice- 2019-20

Course | Last Date
--- | ---
Certificate Course in Care Giving (A LEVEL) (3 Months) | 31.07.2019 Batch-I
Certificate Course in Care Giving (B LEVEL) (6 Months) | 29.11.2019 Batch-II
Certificate Course in Care Giving (C LEVEL) (10 Months) | 15.07.2019
Bachelors of Physiotherapy (4½ years) | Selection Committee, Govt. of Tamil Nadu
Bachelors of Occupational Therapy (4½ years) | Govt. of Tamil Nadu
B.Ed. Special Education - Multiple Disabilities/Autism Spectrum Disorder/Deafblindness (2 years) | 15.07.2019
M.Ed. Special Education- Autism Spectrum Disorder (2 years) | 01.08.2019
M.Ed. Special Education- Multiple Disabilities (2 years) | 01.08.2019

For Eligibility norms, guidelines, Application and prospectus please visit: www.niepmd.tn.nic.in

Scholarships available for North East Students.
SC/ST/PH Scholarships as per TN Govt./State Govt./Central Govt. schemes are applicable.
**NTPC Limited**

NTPC Limited, India’s largest power conglomerate with an installed capacity of 85,126 MW presently contributing about 14% of the country’s electricity needs. To commensurate with country’s growth challenges, NTPC has embarked upon an ambitious plan to add a total net added capacity of 150 GW by 2022. NTPC has been allocated 10 coal mine blocks which are expected to produce more than 100 million tons per annum.

To fuel its ambitious growthplan, NTPC is looking for experienced senior professionals for engagement as Head of Information Technology (IT), Head of Law, Head of Security & Coordination and Head of Mine Safety on fixed term basis for a period of 03 (three) years. The qualifying requirement areas under:

A. Head of IT (1 post)

**Qualification:**
Engineering Degree in Computer Science/Information Technology from recognized Indian Universities/Institutes.

**Experience Requirement:**
25 years of post-qualiﬁcation experience in the executive cadre in the relevant area in a Govt/Public Sector Undertaking or private company of repute.

**Experience proﬁle:**
Should have knowledge, expertise & rich experience at Senior Management level in following areas:
- IT Security, Cyber Security, ISSU, SAP implementation, networking, database management system, latest web technologies/services, IT governance and compliance.
- Implementation and evaluation of IT systems and their speciﬁcations.
- Planning, coordination and management including adoption of latest technologies & system development in Information Technology for bringing improvements in system & service and continuous enhancement in IT system facilities.
- Implementing enterprise-wide IT projects and controlling IT budget.

**Job proﬁle:**
As Head of IT, the incumbent will be leading the IT infrastructure related services of the organization and will be responsible for implementation of new IT initiatives in the organization. He/She will be responsible for managing the company’s technology operations and for creating and implementing new IT policies and systems. He/She will have to analyze the business requirements of all the departments to determine the technology needs. He/She will also have to ensure that the IT systems are effectively updated and functioning within the limits of budget, time and speciﬁcations of the company.

B. Head of Law (1 post)

**Qualiﬁcation:**
Full time Degree in Law from recognized Indian University/Institute. Candidates with Post Graduate Degree in Law having specialization in Company Law will have an added advantage.

**Experience Requirement:**
23 years of post-qualiﬁcation experience in the executive cadre in the relevant area in a Govt/Public Sector Undertaking or private company of repute. Experience of working in a Solicitors’/Advocate Firm of repute after enrolment with the Bar Council would be an added advantage.

**Experience proﬁle:**
Should have knowledge, expertise & rich experience at Senior Management level in following areas:
- Compliance with statutory requirements under various applicable laws, liaising with counsels, examining legal and commercial issues of contract management and drafting of various agreements (including international) and preventive legal management.
- Drafting deeds, cross verifying and other legal documentations is essential.

**Job proﬁle:**
As Head of Law, the incumbent will be leading the legal function of the organization and responsible for extending legal services to all the Operational Heads. Business Units and Regions across NTPC. He/She will assist in evaluating joint venture proposals and shall also undertake management on deal structures in mergers and acquisitions. In addition to the compliance with statutory requirements under various laws and drafting of agreements/contracts, he/she shall also monitor changes in legislations, rules, regulations, judicial precedence set by courts etc. and advise the management on their implications.

C. Head of Security & Coordination (1 post)

**Qualification:**
Graduate in any discipline.

**Experience Requirement:**
Minimum 23 years of commissioned service in Indian Police Service/Defence services/Paramilitary Forces and not below the rank of DIG/Brigadier or equivalent in homestan area.

**Job proﬁle:**
Responsible for overall security management in all ofﬁces/projects/locations of NTPC. Advising top management periodically on all security related issues and take steps necessary to formulate a security policy in accordance with Government guidelines. Co-ordinating and liaison with the CISF Headquarters, State/District Police authorities, Intelligence Bureau and other security agencies of the State/District for collection of Information. Intelligence on external/internal threats. Periodic assessment of formations and equipment related requirements of CSS for its necessity and efficacy and suggest measures periodically for development of the same. Develop SOP for deployment including physical standards, ﬁtness, training, supervision, and additional equipment required for effective functioning of Township Security. Conducting security audit/inspection and taking preventive/corrective measures wherever required. Strengthening the security management system by use of latest technology. Conducting training seminars/programs for security ofﬁcers to keep them updated with the latest security development tendencies.

D. Head of Mine Safety (1 post)

**Qualification:**
Graduate in Mining Engineering with First Class Mine Manager’s Certificate of Competency under Coal Mining Regulations.

**Experience Requirement:**
23 years of post-qualiﬁcation experience in the executive cadre in the relevant area in a Govt/Public Sector Undertaking or private company of repute.

**Experience proﬁle:**
The applicant must have experience in open cast mining operations and at least 3 years speciﬁc experience in mine safety function. Preference will be given to the candidates who have been associated in ISM functions or as GM/ISO in Coal Mines.

**MONTHLY COMPENSATION:**
For Head of Law/Security & Coordination/Mine Safety: Consolidated fixed monthly pay of ₹5,00,000/-

In addition, medical facilities for self and spouse, HRA company accommodation and conveyance reimbursement shall be provided on similar terms and conditions as applicable for regular employees. On selected cases, company will reimburse boarding and lodging/meal allowance out of pocket.

**TENURE for all posts:** Fixed Term Basis for a period of 03 years

**Upper Age Limit for all posts:** 55 years

**GENERAL CONDITIONS:**
1. Only Indian Nationals are eligible to apply.
2. All qualiﬁcations should be from Universities /Institutes recognized and approved in India.
3. All computations of age/ experience requirements/ qualiﬁcation shall be done w.r.t. the last date of receipt of online application as mentioned in the advertisement.
4. Candidates claiming to belong to any particular category shall necessarily have OBC/SC/ST/Discability certiﬁcate, as the case may be, from a Competent Authority.
5. Depending on the requirement, the Company reserves the right to cancel / restrict /curtail / nix the number of vacancies, if needed so, without any further notice and without assigning any reason thereof.
6. While applying for the post, the applicant should ensure that he / she fulﬁlls the eligibility and other norms mentioned above as on the speciﬁed dates and that the particulars furnished are correct in all respects. In case, it is detected at any stage that the candidate does not fulﬁll the eligibility norms and /or that he/she has furnished any incorrect / false information or has suppressed any material fact(s), his/her candidature will stand automatically cancelled. If any of the above shortcomings is/are detected even after appointment his/ her services will be liable to be terminated without any notice.
7. The mere fact that a candidate has submitted application against the advertisement and apparently fulﬁlling the criteria as prescribed in ‘the advertisement will not bestow on him/her the right to be deﬁnitely called for interview/considered further for selection process.
8. Any proceedings in respect of any malord of claim or dispute arising out of this advertisement and/or an application in response thereto can be initiated only in Delhi courts / tribunals / forums at Delhi only shall have exclusive jurisdiction to try any such cause / dispute.
9. In case any ambiguity/dispute arises on account of interpretation in versions other than English, the English version will prevail.

**HOW TO APPLY**

Interested candidates should log on to our website www.ntpccareers.net for applying. No other means/mode of application shall be accepted. Candidates are required to possess a valid email ID. NTPC will not be responsible for bouncing back of any email sent to the candidate. Thereafter, no correspondence will be entertained.

After applying online, candidate is required to download the registration slip generated by the system with unique registration number. Copy of registration slip may be retained by the candidate for future reference. No document is required to be sent by post.

It is mandatory that eligible candidates go through the full text of the advertisement and agree to all the conditions given, while applying for the post.

**Commencement of online registration of application:** 12.06.2019

**Last date for on-line registration of application:** 02.07.2019
**Unique Indentification Authority of India**

**Government of India**

Ministry of Electronics & Information Technology (MeitY)

Regional Office

7th Floor, MTNL Telephone Exchange

G.D. Somani Marg, Cuffe Parade

Mumbai- 400005

www.Jobriya.com

Date: 10.06.2016

Advt. No. 4/2018

The authority would like to fill up following posts on deputation basis in UIDAI, Regional Office located at Mumbai, as per the following requirements :-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the Post</th>
<th>Pay Band with Grade Pay</th>
<th>No. of Posts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assistant Accounts Officer</td>
<td>Pay Matrix Level-8</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Pre-revised Pay Band-II</td>
<td>1 One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rs. 9300-3400 + GP. Rs. 4800/-)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountant</td>
<td>Pay Matrix Level-5</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Pre-revised Pay Band-I</td>
<td>1 One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rs. 5200-20200 + GP. Rs. 2800/-)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistant Section Officer</td>
<td>Pay Matrix Level-6</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Pre-revised Pay Band-II</td>
<td>1 One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rs. 9300-3400 + GP. Rs. 4200/-)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stenographer</td>
<td>Pay Matrix Level-6</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Pre-revised Pay Band II,</td>
<td>1 One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rs. 9300 - 3400 + GP. Rs. 4200/-)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Officers of Central Govt./State Govt./UTs/PSUs/Autonomous Bodies can only apply.

The last date for receipt of applications will be 30.07.2019. For eligibility criteria, desirable qualification, experience and application form etc. please log on to our website: www.uidai.gov.in.

(Vis. Bhanwander) Dy. Dir., UIDAI, RO, Mumbai (Tel. 022-22189151)

---

**Institute of Secretariat Training & Management**

(An Institution of Ministry of Personnel Public Grievances & Pensions, Govt. of India)

**Ministry of Personnel Public Grievances & Pensions**

Dated: 19-03-2019

Subject: Filling up of the one post of Assistant Library and Information Officer on Deputation basis in the Institute of Secretariat Training and Management, New Delhi - Reg.

Applications are invited from the eligible candidates to fill up the post of Assistant Library and Information Officer on deputation basis.

The officer selected shall be entitled to ‘training allowance’ on her/his basic pay drawn at such rate as may be determined by the Government of India from time to time.

Note:
1. The number of vacancies and the place of posting are subject to change in exigencies.
2. For complete details in relation to number of vacancies, age, experience, particular of pay, eligibility criteria, checklist for application and last date of application etc., the official website may be visited by following the link www.epfindia.gov.in.
3. The cadre controlling authority shall forward the application complete in all respect with requisite documents namely APARs, latest Vigilance Clearance, Integrity Certificate, list of major/minor penalty imposed, if any, during the last 10 years through proper channel so as to reach to EPFO, Head Office latest by 01.07.2019 by name to Sh. Sanjay Bishit, Regional Provident Fund Commissioner-I (HRM), Bhavishya Nidhi Bhawan, 14 Bhikaji Cama Place, New Delhi-110066.  

Note: Officers of Central Govt./State Govt./UTs/PSUs/Autonomous Bodies can only apply.

The last date for receipt of applications will be 30.07.2019. For eligibility criteria, desirable qualification, experience and application form etc. please log on to our website: www.uidai.gov.in.

(Vis. Bhanwander) Dy. Dir., UIDAI, RO, Mumbai (Tel. 022-22189151)
Government of India

North Eastern Council Secretariat
Ministry of Development of North Eastern Region
Nongrim Hills: Shillong-793003.

No.NEC/ADM/155/78 Vol. XII

Dated: Shillong, the 20th May, 2019

The North Eastern Council Secretariat is looking for the services of a suitable officer for filling up the post of Director of Information and Public Relations on deputation (including short term contract basis). The method of deputation will be regulated in accordance with DOPT’S O&M No.6/8/2009-Estt. (Pay-II) dt. 17.06.2010 as amended from time to time. Cadre authorities/heads of Departments are requested to forward applications of eligible and willing candidates whose services can be spared on deputation immediately on selection so as to reach the undersigned within 60 days from the date of publication of this advertisement in Employment News. The details of post, eligibility criteria, job requirement, age limit, qualification and experience required for the post are indicated in Annexure-I below. For Application Forms/Curriculum Vitae Proforma (Annexure-II) and other necessary details, the candidates are advised to visit and download from the NEC Website www.employmentnews.gov.in 31

Employment News 22 - 28 June 2019

Note: Candidates who apply for the post would not be allowed to withdraw their candidature subsequently.

**DEPUTATION**

The North Eastern Council Secretariat is looking for the services of a suitable officer for filling up the post of Director of Information and Public Relations on deputation (including short term contract basis). The method of deputation will be regulated in accordance with DOPT’S O&M No.6/8/2009-Estt. (Pay-II) dt. 17.06.2010 as amended from time to time. Cadre authorities/heads of Departments are requested to forward applications of eligible and willing candidates whose services can be spared on deputation immediately on selection so as to reach the undersigned within 60 days from the date of publication of this advertisement in Employment News. The details of post, eligibility criteria, job requirement, age limit, qualification and experience required for the post are indicated in Annexure-I below. For Application Forms/Curriculum Vitae Proforma (Annexure-II) and other necessary details, the candidates are advised to visit and download from the NEC Website www.employmentnews.gov.in 31

Note: Candidates who apply for the post would not be allowed to withdraw their candidature subsequently.

**EN 12/16**

Principal / SECRETARY

---

**Annexure-I**

1. (One) post of Director of Information and Public Relations in the scale of pay of Rs. 12,000-375-16,500/- (5th CPC)/PB-3 Rs.15,600-39,100/- (6th CPC) corresponding to Level 12 of Pay Matrix of the 7th CPC.

2. Method of Deputation (including short term contract):

   a) (i) Officers under the Central Government/Sate Governments/Union Territories/Recognised Research Institutions/Universities/Public Sector Undertakings/Semi-Government/Statutory/Autonomous Organisations

   b) Possessing the following educational qualifications and experience:

   i. Essential:

      (a) Bachelor’s Degree from a recognised University or equivalent.

      (b) Ten years’ experience in publicity/public relations work.

   ii. Desirable:

      (a) Post Graduate Diploma in Information Technology from a recognised University/ Institute or equivalent.

   iii. Post Graduate Diploma in Public Relations from a recognised University/Institute or equivalent.

3. Age Limit:

   Not exceeding 56 years as on the closing date of the receipt of applications. The maximum age limit for appointment by deputation (including short-term contract) shall not exceed 56 years as on the closing date of the receipt of applications.

4. Job requirement:

   To look after public relations needs of the North Eastern Council, liaison with the press and publicity. To issue press releases on Council Meetings, progress and achievements of NEC programmes, publication of publicity matters like Pamphlets, features, articles, backgrounds etc.

5. Service Conditions:

   (a) (i) holding analogous post on regular basis in the parent cadre/department or

   (ii) with five years’ service in the grade rendered after appointment in regular basis in posts in the scale of pay of Rs. 10000 -15200 (5th CPC) PB 3 Rs 15600-39100/- (6th CPC) Rs. 6600/- (6th CPC) corresponding to Level 11 of Pay Matrix of the 7th CPC or equivalent in the parent cadre/department and

   (b) Possessing the following educational qualifications and experience:

   i. Essential:

      (a) Bachelor’s Degree from a recognised University or equivalent.

      (b) Ten years’ experience in publicity/public relations work.

   ii. Desirable:

      (a) Post Graduate Diploma in Information Technology from a recognised University/ Institute or equivalent.

   iii. Post Graduate Diploma in Public Relations from a recognised University/Institute or equivalent.

6. Educational and Other Qualifications for direct recruits:

   a) Bachelor’s Degree from a recognised University or equivalent.

   b) Ten years’ experience in publicity/public relations work.

7. Experience:

   At least 8 years of service in Administration and Accounts and office documentation in any Central/State Government Institute of Hotel Management or Food Craft Institute or Public Sector Undertaking or Autonomous body in Grade Pay of Rs. 4200/- equivalent/above. Computer competency is essential.

---

**EN 12/16**

advertisement. Application form in the prescribed format is given on the Institute website: www.ihmbangalore.kar.nic.in to be sent with complete latest bio-data along with self-attested copies of certificates and recent passport size photograph. The application form without enclosure of self-certified supported documents/ testimonials or incomplete will be rejected. The competent authority reserves the right to fill or not to fill vacancy or to re-advertise the post. The institute will not be responsible for postal delay. Interested candidates may send their contact number.

---

**EN 12/21**

Principal / SECRETARY

---

**Institute of Hotel Management Catering Technology & Applied Nutrition**

(An Autonomous Body under Ministry of Tourism, Government of India)

Near M.S. Building & SKUJ Hostel, SJP Campus, Bangalore -560001

E-Mail: ihmbengaluru@gmail.com, Website: www.ihmbangalore.kar.nic.in

**EMPLOYMENT NOTIFICATION**

(Reservation wherever applicable as per Govt. of India Rules)

Invites application for the post of “TEACHING ASSOCIATES” (on contract basis) and “ADMINISTRATIVE-CUM-ACCOUNTS OFFICER” (Regular) from suitable and eligible candidates.

1. Teaching Associates - on contractual basis

   Name of the Post: Teaching Associates - 4 Nos - Reservation as per Govt Rules

   Scale of Pay: Consolidated Rs. 25000/- per month

   Educational & Others Qualifications:

   Essential Qualification : Full time Bachelor’s Degree in Hospitality & Hotel Administration/Hotel Management after 10+2 from a Recognized University and full time Master’s degree in Hospitality & Hotel Administration/Hotel Management securing not less than 60% marks in aggregate either in bachelors or master’s degree. OR Full time Bachelor’s Degree in Hospitality & Hotel Administration/Hotel Management after 10+2 from a Recognized University securing not less than 60% marks in aggregate with at least 2 years industry experience. AND Must have qualified NHTET conduct by NCHMCT with prescribed percentage to qualify for Teaching Associate. However the Candidate having Ph.D in Hospitality/Hotel Management topic needs not to qualify the prescribed NHTET.

   Age Limit: Not exceeding 30 years (as on 01.06.2019). Upper age limit is relaxable up to 5 years in case of SC, ST and departmental candidates and as specified for other categories by Govt. from time to time.

2. Administrative-cum-Accounts Officer - Regular*

   Sl. No. 
   1. Name of the Post Administrative-cum-Accounts Officer - Regular
   2. No. of Post One (01) Un-Restricted
   3. Pay Scale Pay Level 10 as per 7th CPC Rs. 56100 - 177500
   4. Method of Recruitment Direct / Short-Term Contract
   5. Category For SC/ST/OBC supportive documents must be attached.
   6. Age Limit for Direct Recruits Not exceeding 50 years (as on 01.06.2019)
   7. Educational and Other Qualifications for direct recruits B.Com/BBA Degree from a recognized University securing not less than 50% marks in aggregate.
   8. Experience At least 8 years of service in Administration and Accounts and office documentation in any Central/State Government Institute of Hotel Management or Food Craft Institute or Public Sector Undertaking or Autonomous body in Grade Pay of Rs. 4200/- equivalent/above. Computer competency is essential.

   *The above post is under New Pension Scheme as per rules as applicable.

   Other Instructions:

   Interested candidates who fulfill the prescribed conditions may apply to the Principal, Institute of Hotel Management, Catering Technology & Applied Nutrition, Bangalore subscribing on the top of the envelop application for the post of “_________________________” within 15 days from the date of publication of this advertisement.

---

**EN 12/14**

Under Secretary to the Govt. of India

(Argun Kumar)

---

**Annexure-II**

- Teaching Associates - on contractual basis

   1. Teaching Associates - 4 Nos - Reservation as per Govt Rules
   2. Teaching Associates - on contractual basis

   Scale of Pay: Consolidated Rs. 25000/- per month

   Educational & Others Qualifications:

   Essential Qualification : Full time Bachelor’s Degree in Hospitality & Hotel Administration/Hotel Management after 10+2 from a Recognized University and full time Master’s degree in Hospitality & Hotel Administration/Hotel Management securing not less than 60% marks in aggregate either in bachelors or master’s degree. OR Full time Bachelor’s Degree in Hospitality & Hotel Administration/Hotel Management after 10+2 from a Recognized University securing not less than 60% marks in aggregate with at least 2 years industry experience. AND Must have qualified NHTET conduct by NCHMCT with prescribed percentage to qualify for Teaching Associate. However the Candidate having Ph.D in Hospitality/Hotel Management topic needs not to qualify the prescribed NHTET.

   Age Limit: Not exceeding 30 years (as on 01.06.2019). Upper age limit is relaxable up to 5 years in case of SC, ST and departmental candidates and as specified for other categories by Govt. from time to time.

   2. Administrative-cum-Accounts Officer - Regular*

   Sl. No. 
   1. Name of the Post Administrative-cum-Accounts Officer - Regular
   2. No. of Post One (01) Un-Restricted
   3. Pay Scale Pay Level 10 as per 7th CPC Rs. 56100 - 177500
   4. Method of Recruitment Direct / Short-Term Contract
   5. Category For SC/ST/OBC supportive documents must be attached.
   6. Age Limit for Direct Recruits Not exceeding 50 years (as on 01.06.2019)
   7. Educational and Other Qualifications for direct recruits B.Com/BBA Degree from a recognized University securing not less than 50% marks in aggregate.
   8. Experience At least 8 years of service in Administration and Accounts and office documentation in any Central/State Government Institute of Hotel Management or Food Craft Institute or Public Sector Undertaking or Autonomous body in Grade Pay of Rs. 4200/- equivalent/above. Computer competency is essential.

   *The above post is under New Pension Scheme as per rules as applicable.

   Other Instructions:

   Interested candidates who fulfill the prescribed conditions may apply to the Principal, Institute of Hotel Management, Catering Technology & Applied Nutrition, Bangalore subscribing on the top of the envelop application for the post of “_________________________” within 15 days from the date of publication of this advertisement.
Army Service Corps Units under Jurisdiction Head Quarters 11 Corps (ST) 
Recruitment Notice 01/2019

1. Applications are invited from persons who are Indian citizens (Male only) for the following posts. The pay as per 7th CPC and specifications of the posts are given below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Designation of post</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Age Limit</th>
<th>Relaxation</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>Cook</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>18 to 25 Yrs</td>
<td>Nil</td>
<td>Relaxable for government servants upto the age of 40 years in case of general candidates and 45 years in case of candidates belonging to the SC or ST in accordance with the instructions or orders issued by central government.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>Chowkidar</td>
<td>UR</td>
<td>18 to 25 Yrs</td>
<td>03 Yrs</td>
<td>Relaxable for government servants upto the age of 40 years in accordance with the instructions or orders issued by central government.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c)</td>
<td>Labour</td>
<td>OBC</td>
<td>18 to 25 Yrs</td>
<td>05 Yrs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The crucial date for determining the age-limit in the case of candidates, from the Employment Exchange shall be the last date up to which the Employment Exchange will be entertained on these vacancies. Decision of Appointing authority regarding selection/ rejection will be final. It is also made clear that the numbers of posts/vacancies are tentative and recruitment process can be cancelled/suspended/terminated by the Appointing Authority at any stage, due to administrative reasons.

7. Place of practical/Physical/Written test. Will be notified to candidates separately to the selected candidates after scrutiny of applications.

8. Written Test. The written test will comprise of four parts and the Question-paper-answer sheet will be bilingual i.e English and Hindi. However, the questions on the portion of English language will be in English only. Candidates scoring min 33% marks in each part will only be considered in merit list. Details are as under. Candidates to bring writing material.

(a) Time - 2 Hours.
(b) Question Paper - Objective
(c) Negative Marking - 0.25 marks for wrong answer will be deducted.
(d) Topics:-
(i) General Intelligence & Reasoning (25 Questions, 25 marks)
(iii) General English (25 Questions, 25 Marks).

9. Endurance Test:
(a) Carrying a man (fireman lift of 65.5 kgs to a distance of 183 metres within 96 seconds).
(b) 1600 Meters Run in 05 Minutes 20 seconds to 06 minutes.
(c) Push Ups minimum 25 Nos.
(d) Chin Ups minimum 06 Nos.
(e) Sit-ups minimum 35 Nos.

10. Practical Trade Test. Practical Trade test will be put through a trade test suitably designed for the respective trade as approved by a board of officers.

11. Canvassing in any form shall disqualify the candidates. No inquiry of correspondence will be entertained.

12. Own Risk Clause. Candidates will appear for physical test/ endurance test at their own risk/ any injury/accident if sustained by the candidates during the test, authorities will not be responsible to pay any compensation.

13. Selected candidates will be given appointment letter by concerned authorities subject to verification of character and antecedents/education certificate from District Magistrate/ authorities and medical fitness from medical authorities.

14. Selection Period. The selected candidates will be on probation for two years. The appointment of the selected candidates will be made on the satisfactory report from concerned civil authority on verification of character and antecedent/education certificate with date of birth/caste certificate and medical fitness examination.

15. No TADA is admissible. Duration of each test can be 02 to 05 days or more. Candidates will make their own arrangement for lodging/boarding during the test/ interview.

16. Vacancies may vary (increase/decrease) subject to availability of post or change in PE and non-extension of validity of NAC.

17. Place of appointment and employment. Place of appointment will be at Jalandhar with All India Service Liability.

18. Candidates will enclose self addressed one envelope, affixing postal stamps of Rs. 25/- alongwith the application required for dispatch of Acknowledgement/Admit Card if scanned successfully so as to reach 5011 ASC Br (MT), C/o 56 APO within 30 (THIRTY) days from the date of publication of this advertisement. The candidates are required to superscribe on the top of envelope "APPLICATION FOR THE POST OF " along with SELF & FATHER's NAME. Acknowledgement/Admit Card and Certificate from Attesting Authority to be typed on separate A4 size plain paper with full name and post number will not (WILL NOT) be entertained without Appendix 'A' Annexure-I & Annexure-II or non receipt of separate envelopes duly affixed with postal stamps of Rs. 25/- and after closing date i.e. 30 days from the date of publication of this advertisement notice in Employment News and/or other Newspapers. This HQ will not be responsible for any postal delays and no application will be entertained after the closing date.

19. Individual who has furnished wrong information in the application form, false certificate to avail benefits / reservation, False/false information in the application form regarding relatives or who have fully or partially suppressed any material information shall be liable to cancellation of candidature at any stage of recruitment process and / or termination of service, if the candidate has been selected.

20. Candidates after selection will be subject "All India service liability Rules" *FIELD SERVICE OF Liability Rules and Army Act 1950*. Continued
21. Call letter for test/interview will be issued to eligible candidate only on the address given in the admit card. No intimation of rejection of application will be given to them.

22. Attested copies attached with the application.

(a) Education qualification YES/NO

(b) Date of birth YES/NO

(c) Caste certificate YES/NO

(d) NOC from Competent auth for serving Govt Employee YES/NO

(e) Character certificate issued by Gram Panchayat. YES/NO

(f) Bonafide Certificate ( Permanent residence) YES/NO

(g) Experience certificate/Proficiency certificate YES/NO

(h) 3 x Passport size photo (attested) YES/NO

(i) Self address envelope 12 cm x 27 cm with affixed stamps of Rs. 25/- on each envelope. YES/NO

(k) Medical Test Certificate from registered government medical practitioner for physical standards YES/NO

(l) Proof of Nationality - Adhar card/PAN Card. YES/NO

APPLICATION FOR RECRUITMENT

Recruitment Notice No: __________________________

To, Commanding Officer

5011 ASC Bn (MT)

PIN - 905011 C/o 56 APO

5011 ASC Bn (MT)

1. Post applied for ____________________________

2. Name of candidate (in Block letter) ____________________________

3. Father's Name ____________________________

4. Date of birth ____________________________

D D M Y Y Y Y

5. Correspondence Address :-

House No. / Street / Village ____________________________

Police Station ____________________________

Post Office ____________________________

District ____________________________

State ____________________________

PIN Code ____________________________

6. Permanent Address :-

House No. / Street / Village ____________________________

Police Station ____________________________

Post Office ____________________________

District ____________________________

State ____________________________

PIN Code ____________________________

7. Educational Qualification (Enclose photocopy of certificate):-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Qualification</th>
<th>Name of School/ College</th>
<th>Name of Board/ University</th>
<th>% of marks obtained</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To reduce the number of candidates for written examination for one category of post, screening of applications will be carried out in the ratio 1:50 (fifty application for one post) based on the percentage of marks obtained in the examination mentioned as essential QR.

8. (a) Category for which applied (please tick to choose) :

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UR</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>ST</th>
<th>OBC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

9. Whether registered with any employment exchange? (Yes/No) (If yes, mentioned registration No. and name of Employment exchange).

10. Whether employed in Central Govt. services? Yes/No if yes, give details as under:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Employer</th>
<th>Office Address</th>
<th>Name of the post</th>
<th>Date of appointment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

DECLARATION

I hereby certify that above particulars mentioned in the application are correct and true to the best of my knowledge and belief. I understand that in the event of my information being found false or incorrect at any stage or not satisfying the eligibility criteria according to the requirements of the advertisement, my candidature of appointment is liable to be cancelled/terminated. I am willing to serve anywhere. I agree that the department has the right to transfer me to anywhere in India.

Date: ____________________________

Place: ____________________________

(Signature of candidate)

FOR OFFICE RECORD ONLY

1. Application received on ____________________________

2. Application accepted/ rejected ____________________________

3. Reason for rejection: Underage/Overlap/Documents incomplete/ Photo or documents not attested/ Any other reasons to be specified: ____________________________

4. Index No. ____________________________ Date of Test ____________________________

Annexure-I

ADMIT CARD FOR WRITTEN EXAMINATION

Name ____________________________

Date of Birth ____________________________

Father’s Name ____________________________

Address for Correspondence House No./Street/Village ____________________________

Post Office ____________________________

Tehsil ____________________________

Distt ____________________________

Pin Code ____________________________

Affix recent self Attested passport Size photographs

TO BE FILLED IN BY CANDIDATE

1. Name ____________________________

Affix recent self Attested passport Size photographs

2. Date of Birth ____________________________ Age ____________________________

3. Father's Name ____________________________

4. Category : OBC/SC/Gen(UR)/Ex-Servicemen ____________________________

5. Address for Correspondence House No./Street/Village ____________________________

Post Office ____________________________

Tehsil ____________________________

Distt ____________________________

State ____________________________

PIN Code ____________________________

Application accepted/ rejected ____________________________

Reason for rejection ____________________________

Date of reporting for test ____________________________

Date of test ____________________________

Index No. ____________________________

(Include latest self photographs and Fill up column 1 to 5 only)

Signature of Controlling Officer

ANNEXURE-II

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT CARD CUM CALL LETTER

TO BE FILLED IN BY CANDIDATE

1. Name ____________________________

Affix recent self Attested passport Size photographs

2. Date of Birth ____________________________ Age ____________________________

3. Father’s Name ____________________________

4. Category : OBC/SC/Gen(UR)/Ex-Servicemen ____________________________

5. Address for Correspondence House No./Street/Village ____________________________

Post Office ____________________________

Tehsil ____________________________

Distt ____________________________

State ____________________________

PIN Code ____________________________

Application accepted/ rejected ____________________________

Reason for rejection ____________________________

Date of reporting for test ____________________________

Date of test ____________________________

Index No. ____________________________

(Include latest self photographs and Fill up column 1 to 5 only)

Signature of Controlling Officers

GENERAL INSTRUCTION

1. All part of the application to be filled by the candidate in their own hand by blue ball pen only.

2. Before applying for the post, the candidates should ensure that he fulfills the eligibility and other criteria. Recruitment authorities would be free to reject application not fulfilling the requisite criteria, at any stage of recruitment and if erroneously appointed, such candidates shall be liable to termination from service if appointed.

3. No (NO) application will be accepted in person by hand or through any representative. The application must be posted to the addressee only under REGISTERED/ SPEED POST. Application posted through Normal Post & Courier etc will not (WILL NOT) be accepted. The unit will not (WILL NOT) be responsible for any kind of postal delay either in receipt of application or in dispatch of acknowledgement cards. Two applications will not (WILL NOT) be accepted in a single envelope.

4. No (NO) travelling allowance will be admissible for the test. Candidates will make their own boarding/lodging arrangement for the test. The Govt or the unit detailed to conduct the tests will not be responsible to pay any damages in case of injury/death of candidate during various test.

5. Date, time & place of test will be mentioned in the Admit Card. No separate letter except Admit Card will be issued. At the time of test the candidates should be in possession of original stamped Admit Card sent by this unit, all ORIGINAL certificates in support of age, educational qualification, experience, caste and registration certificate from their local Employment Exchange names already registered with them. Individuals who are not in possession of Admit Card or original certificates will not be entertained.

6. Application which is incomplete, incorrect, wrongly filled, without signature, without photograph, photo with wearing cap and goggles/coloured glasses, photo without enclosing attested copies of photographs / documents by serving Group A/B Gazetted Officer or equivalent if applicant is found under / over age on last date of receipt of application will be rejected on the spot without any reasons/notice. A selection can also be rejected by any other reason as observed by the Board of Officers.

7. Candidates living with more than one spouse or married another spouse while the first spouse is alive are not eligible to apply, if such case(s) comes to the notice during the stage of recruitment or post appointment stage the appointing authority will terminate the appointment.

8. Candidates already employed in Central/State Govt offices/PSU should submit their application through proper channel duly submitting service certificate as "No Objection Certificate" from the employer.

9. The number of candidates to be called for written test will be restricted to ten times of the number of vacancies. A written mark percentage will be fixed for the same depending on the number of applicants. Since the applications may be short-listed, mere fulfilment of essential qualifications and experience does not vest any right in a candidate for being called for written/physical test. All applications received will be scrutinized/screened and Selection Board/Board of Officers(s) so detailed will organize a written test, physical & practical test. The Selection Board / Board of Officers reserves the right to call for Test only screened-in candidates and will not entertain any correspondence in this regards.

10. A select panel equal to the number of vacancies notified and based on the performance of candidates in written test will be drawn up. All the candidates on the select panel will be offered an appointment subject to medical fitness test, Police verification, Education and Caste certificate verification. The result of panel will be published strictly as per merit only in case a candidate from the select panel refuses appointment or is disqualified. The reserve panel will be not be operated for any subsequent recruitment i.e. additional vacancies in the same year or next year.

11. Candidate who apply against OBC category shall attach and produce "Other Backward Class" certificate applicable for Central Government service and not the "Backward Class" Certificate duly signed by the appropriate authority.

12. The Authorizing Officer or the Officer nominated by him reserves the right to withdraw the vacancies and terminate the appointment during the period of probation without assigning any reasons.

13. The date of publication of advertisement will be the first day towards the accounting of number of days for submission of applications.

14. The recruitment process can be cancelled/suspended/postponed without assigning any specific reasons. The decision of Authorizing Authority will be final and no (NO) appeal will be entertained. Recruitment will be carried out as per latest amendments and all prevailing Government Rules and Regulations.

Continued on page 34
National Institute of Plant Health Management, Hyderabad

(An autonomous organization under the Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare, Government of India)

Date: 10-06-2019

Corrigendum to Advertisement Notification No. 03/2019 (for the post of Assistant Finance and Accounts Officer)

With reference to the subject mentioned above, the Qualifications & Experience (Essential) notified for the post of Assistant Finance and Accounts Officer in the advertisement No. 03/2019 may be read as follows:

ESSENTIAL:

1. A first or high second class Bachelor Degree (having studies 10+2+3 pattern). Preferable in commerce from recognized university or equivalent. Or Montessori Degree preferably in Commerce from recognized university or equivalent. Or qualified Chartered Accountant / Cost & Management Accountants (CMA).

2. Six years work experience (in case of Degree Holders) in accounts work of which at least four years in responsible supervisory/administrative position. Or four years work experience (in case of Post Graduates) in accounts work of which at least two years in a responsible supervisory / administrative position. No Experience is required in case of qualified Chartered Accountants / Cost & Management Accountants.

DESIRABLE:

Should be conversant with the government rules and regulations/ office procedures pertaining to the budget preparation, accounts and audit.

TRANSFER ON DEPOTAION:

a. Persons under Central / State Governments/ Universities / Recognized Research Institutions / PSUs / Statutory Boards or Autonomous organisations of Central and State Governments.

b. Holding analogous posts on regular basis.

OR

i. Five years of service in the Post having Grade Pay of Rs. 4200/- (6th CPC) or above and Possessing qualifications prescribed for Direct recruitment (mentioned above).

The last date for receipt of applications is also extended upto 25-06-2019 for the post of Assistant Finance and Accounts Officer.

All other terms and conditions given in advertisement No. 03/2019 remains unchanged.

REGISTRAR

EN 12/82
VACANCY CIRCULAR
Application No. CFMTTI/02/2019


Application in the prescribed proforma with complete details should be forwarded through proper channel to Training & Testing Institute, Tractor Nagar, Budni (M.P.) -466445 within 30 days of the date of publication of this advertisement. Government employees may send application through proper channel on the above address. The crucial date for determining the age limit shall be the closing date for receipt of applications from candidates in India.

Note : The candidates who have applied earlier against the advertisement no. CFMTTI/03/2018 (Published in Employment News on 08-14 December, 2018) for the post of “Compounder” need to apply afresh, since their earlier applications are not being considered against this advertisement and the post.

EN 12/25

IMPORTANT NOTICE
We take utmost care in publishing result of the various competitive examinations conducted by the UPSC, SSC, Railway Recruitment Boards etc. Candidates are however advised to check with official notification/gazette. Employment News will not be responsible for any printing error going inadvertently.

Government of India
Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas (MoP & NG)

Invites applications for the post of Technical Member (Petroleum and Natural Gas) in the Appellate Tribunal of the Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board.

Last Date of receipt of applications in MoP & NG is 30 days from date of advertisement.

For details login to website:
http://www.petroleum.nic.in
http://www.aptel.gov.in
http://www.pngrb.gov.in

EN 12/99
GETTING READY...

Continued from page 1

section is involved in backoffice activities, general or remote administration etc.

There are separate examinations for RRBs and PSBs under the aegis of IBPS. Again the selection process for both clerks and officers is segregated for both set of the above banks. Please note that selection test for State Bank of India is conducted separately.

In RRBs clerical positions candidates are grouped into five categories with nomenclature of ‘office assistant- multi-purpose’. The eligibility criteria for both clerks and officers is bachelor’s degree in any discipline and proficiency in local language as prescribed by the participating RRBs. Working knowledge of computer is desirable. In case of officers position in RRBs, those having a degree in Agriculture/ Pisciculture/ Agricultural marketing and management/ Forestry/ Veterinary science/ Horticulture/Agricultural marketing/ Agricultural engineering/ Accountancy/ Law/Management or information technology.

The preparation for preliminary examination is divided into prelim preparation and main examination both for clerks and officers. Preliminary examination for clerks have questions from reasoning and numerical ability. For officers it is reasoning and numerical reasoning aptitude. In all 80 questions are to be attempted in composite time of 45 minutes.

The main examination for clerks contain questions relating to general awareness, English and Hindi language and computer knowledge. For officers the section of numerical ability is replaced by quantitative aptitude.

For public sector banks the preliminary examination for clerical positions is conducted with questions in English language, numerical ability and reasoning ability and the main examination consists of general/ financial awareness, general English, reasoning ability and computer aptitude. Number of questions in preliminary examination is no more than 25 in all the sections and time allotted is 1 hour. In main examination 190 questions are to be answered about two years ago.

Test details and strategy for preparation

Reasoning: Reasoning questions are mainly about common sense and logical thinking. The idea is to test your visual-spatial reasoning and logical reasoning skills. You will be asked to interpret statements, data and information to arrive at conclusions. Here your conceptual and theoretical knowledge have no role to play. The thinking has to concentrate on the question only. You should make sure that your biases or personal beliefs don’t come in between and are kept aside.

Questions relating to reasoning in each section such as arrangements, critical reasoning, visual understanding, data sufficiency/in sufficiency, syllogism, odd man out, completing the series, sequential output tracking, etc. may appear. How to make sense of numbers is the key theme in the questions pertaining to numerical ability.

You may expect simple arithmetical problems and complicated calculations under this section. Areas of expected questions are simplification; average; percentage, time, speed and distance, number series; profit and loss, simple and compound interest; ratio and proportion, time and work etc.

To prepare for this section you have to revisit your maths syllabus of matric i.e. 10th standard. Recall the formulae and clarify your concepts of BODMAS etc. Strong foundation in basics will be of immense help here. With some efforts you can score very well in this section, increasing your overall score which is crucial to put you in merit list.

Quantitative aptitude: Quantitative aptitude is numerical ability and focuses upon solving quantitative problems. Based on the given data/inputs you’ll be required to find the correct answer. There may be a few questions for which sufficient data wouldn’t be there to answer. Once you’re sure about this, you should mark your option conveying this. The syllabus includes the topics narrated under numerical ability above. Add to this questions on topics like partnerships, boats and streams, volume and surface area, equations, number system, basic mixture and ingredient concept, mixture, train etc. Expect more of descriptive problems here.

Try to familiarize yourself with all sorts of questions expected in this section and learn to solve these methodically. You may have good understanding of theories behind the questions but more important is to apply those theories in solving lot of questions so that you get a knack of these.

General awareness: This section intends to test your knowledge about important facts and milestones about India and the world. Questions may relate to History (important dates and personalities), Geography (countries, capitals, cities, mountains, rivers etc.), Science (inventions, inventors, definitions etc.), Literature (books/authors), Art, Entertainment (film/theatre etc.), Sports (tournaments, famous coaches, players, winners, venues etc.), important personalities, important events, international bodies, acronyms and other topics.

Like it is always said general awareness is the matter of day by day and thus it appears to be difficult to be fully prepared for this. Still it is advisable to make your preparation as extensive as possible. To do well in this section you may build your own reference source in form of a diary.

Financial awareness: Banking and finance are closely related. This section will have questions related to national and global economy, financial institutions, corporate world, stock market etc. To prepare for this section you have to focus on concepts as well as financial data. For example you need to know what has been the inflation rate recently. You may refer to one or more financial newspapers to prepare well.

Banking awareness: This question type will draw questions from banking world relating to different types of banks (public, private, cooperative, payment, development, small), banking regulator, basic/ generic banking products and services, history, purpose of nationalization, bank mergers, issues and challenges before banks, government schemes implemented through banks, Micro, Small and Medium enterprises, bancassurance, monetary policy etc. Government policy announcements, financial inclusion, financial literacy, role of NABARD/SIDBI etc. Visit Reserve Bank of India website to obtain valuable input about most of the above.

English / Hindi language: There are many similarities in the pattern of questions in language papers. One set of questions is based on comprehension passage. You have to read the passage carefully and then answer the questions according to what is stated in the passage which may be different from general opinion and observations. Some of the questions may be in negative form. (e.g. according to the passage which is not the right solution for). In sentence based questions a sentence will be divided in four parts and you’ll be required to choose the correct part of the particular part. If there are no mistakes, you’ve to mark your answer accordingly. Where jumbled sentences of a paragraph are given the candidate has to find the correct order and a question related to a statement will be made and you have to choose from options the statement which matches with the idea. Questions where you’ve to provide correct antonym/ synonym, may also be there along with questions relating to idioms and phrases. Fill in the blanks from given options may also need to be attempted.

For officers, in the main examination there is a section of 25 questions in which there would be two questions - one of essay writing and other of letter writing. It would be better if you choose few themes to practice for this section. Review the letter and essay written by you to see where improvements are needed. Also show these a couple of other people who can give you constructive feedback. Go through sample essays and letters in a good book in General English.

To prepare for this section you should read some national newspapers, magazines, if you’re not already in habit of this.

There will be some new words. Find out their meaning and see how these words have been used. You may also explore synonyms and antonyms of these words. Your mind should also be on sentence formation and on sequencing of the statements in case of long answer questions. Increasing your knowledge of English by learning new words will help you. Every day choose 5-10 unfamiliar words from dictionary or other sources, write their meanings and refer to these whenever you get time. In this way, you may learn many new words.

For RRBs, candidates have to choose either Hindi or English in the main examination.

Computer knowledge : This test has been added a few years ago. Today’s banking widely uses computer applications and programmes. As such candidates joining banks are expected to have at least some affinity with computers. Questions under this section is based on computer applications (input, output, storage devices.), Windows programme (MS Office etc.) features, software and desktop applications, keyboard shortcuts, internet, intranet, networking, database, cyber security etc.

You may have practical knowledge of computers and internet which of course would help. However you need to make additional preparation for which you may explore websites of banks, Banks’FB pages, Windows, internet and computer applications etc. Learn about shortcut keys. Also it’s advisable to go through Help/Support page of Windows.

This computer test is not to check your technical expertise, rather your awareness about basic computer usage is judged.

Data Interpretation: In this section usually a situation full of data is given. The candidate is required to read the situation closely and then answer all the questions related to it. For one situation there may be 2 to 10 questions. Here the biggest challenge is to read and understand the situation right. Then the possibility of giving correct answer increases. The situation may be in form of text, tables, pie charts, bar graphs, line graphs etc. So you should be ready to see questions from multiple forms of situations.

The author is an academician email: artmumb98@gmail.com Viewpoints are personal. (Image Courtesy : Google)
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As a fixed capital. For Schumacher, this apathy towards nature and exclusion of environmental cost from development activities have led to an unsustainable economic order. Schumacher writes: “The arising of this error, so egregious and so firmly rooted is closely connected with the philosophical, not to say religious, changes during the last three or four centuries in man’s attitude to nature. Modern man does not think of himself as a part of nature but as an outside force destined to dominate and conquer it. He even talks of a battle with nature...”

In the light of Paris 1910, Gandhi and Schumacher, one feels impelled to ask the following question: how many calamities would it take for us to rethink our way, time and again? What are those heed those warnings which nature sends...? What are those warnings which nature sends...? What are those warnings which nature sends...? What are those warnings which nature sends...?

Nature was more than a passive resource, our way, time and again? What are those warnings which nature sends...? What are those warnings which nature sends...? What are those warnings which nature sends...? What are those warnings which nature sends...?

To locate one near you, visit UIDAI.GOV.IN or Call 1947

...outside force destined to dominate and economic order. Schumacher writes: “The application may be furnished in the prescribed proforma and forwarded to ADG Vacancy circular for filling up the post of Private Secretary on deputation basis at UIDAI HQ, New Delhi on deputation basis in its Information Technology (MeitY) at ARSD College, University of Delhi...”

Schumacher's book. In his life and in his writings, one witness a residual religious framework, which not only invokes a moral response towards God, but also a God for development. But this is much more than that. It is a problem of discourse, narrative and perception too. The present environmental crisis is linked to the way people feel, read, hear and talk about nature. How best to talk, describe or debate environment? Do we have a template which might harmonise discursive imperatives of environmental preservation with sustainable development or ecological and economy sustainability. This local, in turn, is propelled by religious and sacred structures of seeing and experiencing the ecosystem.


This quasi-religious framework, which not only invokes a moral response towards God, but also a...”

The answer to several of the aforementioned questions come to rest with Gandhi ji. It does not surprise us when we see Gandhi’s image embossed on the cover of Perennial Library edition of Schumacher’s book. In his life and in his writings, one witness a residual religious framework, which not only invokes a moral response towards God, but also a God for development. But this is much more than that. It is a problem of discourse, narrative and perception too. The present environmental crisis is linked to the way people feel, read, hear and talk about nature. How best to talk, describe or debate environment? Do we have a template which might harmonise discursive imperatives of environmental preservation with sustainable development or ecological and economy sustainability. This local, in turn, is propelled by religious and sacred structures of seeing and experiencing the ecosystem.

Conclusion
Efforts to reactivate man’s scared engagement with nature by promoting local riverine festival has yielded results. The example of Ahirouli, a densely populated village situated on the bank of Ganges in Buxar district of Bihar, may be a case in point. In the village, the whole gamut of commercial activities, from fishing to farming, are centred on the river. Yet, for years, pollution and garbage piles on the riverbank had been on the rise. However, every year since 1999, the villagers decided to celebrate Ganga Dussehra, cleanliness along the bank has improved remarkably. Although drive against open defecation through construction of government-aided toilets has also played a role in...”

Vision and Values: a Moral Quest for...”
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Biodiversity Targets have been and twenty ambitious targets, the problem, and thus the key to biodiversity with social and economic policies. Adopted during the tenth meeting across government and society, the status of biodiversity by mainstreaming biodiversity and promote sustainable use. Safeguarding ecosystems, the underlying causes of biodiversity loss by mobilizing financial resources and to foster cooperative planning, knowledge management and capacity building.

Target 1 By 2020, the rate of loss of all natural habitats, including forests, is at least halved and where feasible brought close to zero and degradation and fragmentation is significantly reduced.

Target 2 By 2020 all fish and invertebrate stocks and aquatic plants are managed and harvested sustainably, leading to recovery of depleted stocks and vulnerable ecosystems based approaches, so that overfishing is avoided, recovery plans and measures are implemented for all depleted, overfished and vulnerable fisheries have no significant adverse impacts on threatened species and vulnerable ecosystems and the impacts of fisheries on stocks, species and ecosystems are within safe ecological limits.

Target 3 By 2020, pollution, including from excess nutrients, has been brought to levels that are not detrimental to ecosystem function and biodiversity.

Target 4 By 2020, invasive alien species and pathways are identified and prioritized, priority species are controlled or eradicated, and pathways are in place to manage pathways to prevent their introduction and establishment.

Target 5 By 2020, all fish and invertebrate stocks and aquatic plants are managed and harvested sustainably, leading to recovery of depleted stocks and vulnerable ecosystems.

Target 6 By 2020, poaching, including from excess nutrients, has been brought to levels that are not detrimental to ecosystem function and biodiversity.

Target 7 By 2020, pollution, including from excess nutrients, has been brought to levels that are not detrimental to ecosystem function and biodiversity.

Target 8 By 2020, pollution, including from excess nutrients, has been brought to levels that are not detrimental to ecosystem function and biodiversity.

Target 9 By 2020, pollution, including from excess nutrients, has been brought to levels that are not detrimental to ecosystem function and biodiversity.

Target 10 By 2020, pollution, including from excess nutrients, has been brought to levels that are not detrimental to ecosystem function and biodiversity.

Target 11 By 2020, pollution, including from excess nutrients, has been brought to levels that are not detrimental to ecosystem function and biodiversity.

Target 12 By 2020, pollution, including from excess nutrients, has been brought to levels that are not detrimental to ecosystem function and biodiversity.

Target 13 By 2020, pollution, including from excess nutrients, has been brought to levels that are not detrimental to ecosystem function and biodiversity.

Target 14 By 2020, ecosystems that sustain essential services, including services related to water, and contribute to health, livelihoods and well-being, are restored and supported, taking into account the needs of women, indigenous and local communities, and the poor.

Target 15 By 2020, ecosystem resilience and the contribution of biodiversity to carbon stocks has been enhanced, through conservation and restoration, including restoration of at least 15 percent of degraded ecosystems and those contributing to climate change mitigation and adaptation to and resilience against desertification.

Target 16 By 2015, the Nagoya Protocol on Access to Genetic Resources and the Fair and Equitable Sharing of Benefits Arising from their Utilization is in force and operational, consistent with national legislation.

Target 17 By 2015 each Party has developed, as a policy instrument, and has commenced implementing and has plans for the future, discussed during COP-12.

Target 18 By 2020, the traditional knowledge, innovations and practices of indigenous and local communities relevant for the conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity, and their customary uses of biological resources, are respected, subject to national legislation and relevant international obligations, and fully recognized in the implementation of the Convention with the full and effective participation of indigenous and local communities, at all relevant levels.

Target 19 To respect, sustainably use, and contribute to, the science base and technologies relating to biodiversity, its values, functions, status and trends, and the consequences of its loss, are improved, widely shared and transferred.

Target 20 By 2020, to the latest, the mobilization of financial resources for effectively implementing the Strategic Plan for Biodiversity 2011-2020 from all sources, and in accordance with the consolidated and agreed process in the Strategic Plan for Biodiversity, Global Biodiversity Outlook (GBO) (Myanmar) is a periodic report on the latest status and trends of biodiversity across the globe. It is published by the Convention on Biological Diversity. There have been four editions of the Global Biodiversity Outlook and the fifth edition will be released in May 2019. In its fourth and the latest edition was released during the 12th Meeting of the Conference of the Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity (COP 12) in Pyeongchang, South Korea, in October, 2014. The report draws on various sources of information to provide a mid-term assessment of progress towards the implementation of the Strategic Plan for Biodiversity, discussed during COP-12.

The ministry of External Affairs hosted fifth sub-group on Legal & Enforcement issues in January 2013 in New Delhi, where draft Convention on Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters was finalised. The members signed ‘BIMSTEC Convention on Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters’ and called upon its early ratification. They expressed satisfaction that many member states have ratified the BIMSTEC Convention on Cooperation in Combating International Terrorism, Transnational Organised Crime and Illicit Drug Trafficking. The BIMSTEC cooperation under Counter-Terrorism and Transnational Crime has been divided into four sub-groups with lead countries - Intelligence Sharing (Sri Lanka); Combating Financing of Terrorism (Thailand), Legal and Law Enforcement Issues (India) and Prevention of Illicit Trafficking in Narcotics Drugs, Psychotropic Substances and Precursors (Myanmar).

The Ministry of External Affairs hosted fifth sub-group on Legal & Enforcement issues in January 2013 in New Delhi, where draft Convention on Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters was finalised. The members signed ‘BIMSTEC Convention on Cooperation in Combating International Terrorism, Transnational Organised Crime and Illicit Drug Trafficking’ in December 2009. India has ratified it.

BIMSTEC aims to be a dynamic, effective and result-oriented regional organisation for promoting a peaceful, prosperous and sustainable Bay of Bengal Region through meaningful cooperation and deeper integration. For this, a fair, just, rule-based, equitable and transparent international order and reaffirming faith in the multilateralism with the United Nations at the centre and the rules-based international trading system is the key.
Minister for Information and Broadcasting, Shri Prakash Javadekar has said the practice and propagation of Yoga has led to “Healthy life, Healthy living, Wellness and Prevention of Disease”. Yoga is one of India’s gifts to the world and has become the mantra of New India under the leadership of Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi, Yoga has been universally acknowledged by the United Nations and is now practiced globally around 200 countries on 21st June every year.

Acknowledging the positive role & responsibility of media in mainstreaming the outreach of Yoga, Shri Javadekar said the Minister of I&B has instituted the First Antararratriya Yoga Diwas Media Samman (AYDMS) from this year to mark the contribution of media in the promotion of message of Yoga. The Samman to be conferred on Media Houses would be given under the following categories:

- Antararratriya Yoga Diwas Media Samman (AYDMS) to be conferred to Media Houses engaged in Print Media, Electronic and (Television & Radio).

- Thirty Three (33) Sammans under Three (3) categories will be conferred.

- Eleven Sammans to be conferred in 22 Indian languages and English under category “Best Media Coverage of Yoga in Newspapers.

- Eleven Sammans to be conferred in 22 Indian languages and English under category “Best Media Coverage of Yoga in Television.

- Eleven Sammans to be conferred in 22 Indian languages and English under category “Best Media Coverage of Yoga in Radio.

- The Samman will comprise of a special certificate/trophy and a citation.

- The duration of the coverage for AYDMS would be from 10th June to 25th June, 2019.

- The contribution of Media in popularising of Yoga would be assessed by 6 Juries.

- Honors will be announced and Antararratriya Yoga Diwas Media Samman (AYDMS) ceremony will be held at a convenient date to be decided later. Tentatively the announcement ceremony will be held in July, 2019.

- During the Minister’s interaction, Shri Amit Khare, Secretary (I&B) and Senior Officials were also present.

---

**CLEAR GOALS AND DETERMINATION ARE KEY TO SUCCESS: CHHAVI BANSAL**

Chhavi Bansal - who has secured Rank 2 in Delhi Judicial Service Exam 2018 - shared her strategy with readers of Employment News. Delhi Judicial Service Exam is conducted by Delhi High Court. Chhavi has achieved this feat in her first attempt. In this interview we have tried to cover her strategy, exam pattern and other topics that could be very useful to the aspirants preparing for Judicial Services Exam in general and Delhi Judicial Service Exam in particular.

Welcome Chhavi! First of all, many congratulations to you for your success. Please tell us something about yourself.

1. Were you confident of your success with top rank and how did you react to this news?

Chhavi: Due to the very nature of competitive exams, the result was a little unexpected, but it was a very pleasant surprise. It was more so in my case because it was my first attempt, and I felt that I did not get a lot of time to prepare for the exam.

2. How did you enter the world of law, who inspired you to go for judicial services?

Chhavi: I got admission in law right after my school (5 year course from IP University, Delhi). During the tenure, I had the opportunity to visit courts many times, and to interact with judicial officers. Meeting them motivated me to be a part of this esteemed service.

3. When did you start your preparations for judicial services and Delhi Judicial Service? What was your overall preparation strategy? Did you take any help from coaching?

Chhavi: I did not take any coaching. Since I had a family background in law, my parents were my guides. My preparation for DJS specifically began in May 2018. The overall strategy was to clear one obstacle at a time- prelims, then mains, then interview. For prelims, my focus was on attaining conceptual clarity of the law by studying the Bare Acts in detail. I studied and solved the past year papers and other MCQs for the preparation of the prelims. For the mains, I studied law topic-wise and subject-wise. Bare Acts, standard text books and my college notes was what I based most of my preparation on in respect of the mains. For some subjects, I took help of compilations available in the market. For the interview, I brushed up on the Bare Acts and kept myself aware of the legal developments around me.

4. Could you please elaborate more on subject-wise strategy like IPC, CrPC, CPC, Evidence Act? Please also tell us about the books that you referred to.

Chhavi: IPC in my opinion was a little easy to prepare, because the crux of it lies in knowing the ingredients of offences, supplemented by landmark case laws. I studied IPC from my notes based on Pillai and AK Jain. For CrPC, I referred to portions of Kelkar and AK Jain. For CPC, I read Takwani and AK Jain. For Evidence, I read Avtar Singh and AK Jain.

For the procedural laws, I was slightly selective with my topics as I did not have a lot of time between the prelims and mains. Thus, for mains, I skipped the topics which were directly based off the Bare Act (eg- procedure of trial in different courts).

5. Which subject is most difficult from your point of view as far as DJS exam is concerned and which are the important topics?

Chhavi: for me, Paper 3 of DJS Mains (Civil Law 1) was the most tedious because its syllabus consisted of 8 laws to be covered. This made the preparation for this paper very strenuous. I studied most of them from the bare acts, supplemented by AK Jain.

In order to gauge the importance of topics, a study of the past year papers can be done by the candidates. The exercise will show which topics are more important than the others.

6. Could you tell us about the magazines, newspaper or any other online resources that you referred to during the preparation?

Chhavi: for the GK portion of both Prelims and Mains, I referred to Pratyogita Darpan magazines. I also read Dristhi Current Affairs magazine for the Mains. In addition to it, I browsed through the daily current affairs at insightindia.com whenever I used to get time. Further, for the English paper, I googled topics on which potential essays could be written.

7. What was the strategy you adopted for Prelims and Mains?

Chhavi: (discussed above)

8. How did you prepare for the Interview? Did you also opt for Mock Interviews?

Chhavi: I kept myself updated on the current affairs by reading newspapers. In addition to them, I brushed up on my Bare Acts before the interview. I did not take any mock interviews.

9. Time Management is a key factor for any exam. What was your strategy for time management while you were preparing and during the exam?

Chhavi: I had a target of spending a maximum of such minutes on a question as the number of marks it was worth. For instance, I decided to not spend more than 5 minutes on a 5 marker. The law papers were for 200 marks each, meant to be attempted in 3 hours. This strategy gave me a rough idea about my speed throughout the paper.

10. Were you preparing for other career opportunities as well while preparing for your ultimate goal i.e., Career in Judiciary?

Chhavi: I was practising part time as an advocate.

11. What is the secret of your success as you cleared DJS in your 1st attempt?

Chhavi: in my opinion, I don’t think I did anything special. It is possible that the other candidates do not usually do. However, I can say that I did not compromise on the presentation of my answers in the mains. I preferred writing in points, and giving my answers in a very crisp introduction-body-conclusion format. I think this might have helped me in my answers.

12. Any suggestion/advice you would like to give to the future aspirants?

Chhavi: the best time to begin preparation for this examination is to start on the very day you decide to take such examination in future. Nothing is too early, nothing is too late. For students specially, utilise the time in college by preparing notes. My notes helped me extensively during my preparation.

Thank you very much and wishing you all the best for your future endeavors. For more information, you can contact our Under Director of knowledge start up 'Delhi Knowledge Track'. She can be reached at priyarjindal@gmail.com.

Views expressed are personal.
**National**

**Prime Minister Narendra Modi held bilateral meetings with Presidents of China and Russia at Kyrgyzstan capital Bishkek. The talks were held on the sidelines of Shanghai Cooperation Organization- SCO summit. In a series of tweets, Prime Minister Modi said, he had a fruitful meeting with Chinese President Xi Jinping. He said, their talks included the full spectrum of China-India relations. The Prime Minister said, the two countries will continue working together to improve economic and cultural ties. In a tweet, External Affairs Ministry spokesperson Raveesh Kumar said, both the leaders discussed all aspects of enriching the bilateral relations between two countries. They recognised the positive role of strategic communication in deepening their partnership. Mr Xi also congratulated Prime Minister Modi on his poll victory. On his meeting with the Russian President, the Prime Minister said, he had a wonderful meeting with Mr Vladimir Putin. He said, various subjects pertaining to India-Russia relations were discussed during the meeting.**

**Bangladesh has unveiled a growth-friendly budget focused on infrastructure development. Introducing the budget proposal on behalf of the ailing Finance Minister AHM Mustafa Kamal in Dhaka, Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina set a GDP growth rate of 8.2 percent for the current financial year. Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina announced that the poverty rate will be brought down by 10 percent in the next four years through a coordinated approach engaging the private sector to supplement the government's anti-poverty initiatives. The budget envisages creation of jobs for 30 million people by 2030 and attain a double digit GDP growth in four years.**

**Government has decided to reduce the rate of contribution towards ESI scheme from 6.5% to 4% for the first time in over two decades, a post-poll gift to 3.6 crore employees. The Employees’ State Insurance Act 1948 (the ESI Act) provides for medical, cash, maternity, disability and dependent benefits to the Insured Persons under the Act. The ESI Act is administered by Employees’ State Insurance Corporation (ESIC). Benefits provided under the ESI Act are funded by the contributions made by the employers and the employees. Under the ESI Act, employers and employees both contribute their shares respectively. The Government of India through Ministry of Labour and Employment decides the rate of contribution under the ESI Act. Presently, the rate of contribution is fixed at 6.5% of the wages with employers’ share being 4.75% and employees’ share being 1.75%. This rate is in vogue since 01.01.1997.**

**The Indian Air Force confirmed that there are no survivors from the recent crash of AN-32 aircraft. Official sources said the “black box” of the aircraft has been recovered from the crash site and it will help the investigators reconstruct the events leading to the crash. The IAF has already ordered a court of inquiry into the accident. The Russian-origin aircraft went missing on the afternoon of June 3, around 33 minutes after taking off from Jorhat in Assam for Menchuka in Arunachal Pradesh.**

**Farmers will have to contribute Rs. 100 per month under the Pradhan Mantri Kisan Pension Yojana that seeks to provide a minimum fixed monthly pension of Rs. 3,000 on the attainment of 60 years. The central government will also contribute an equal amount to the pension fund to be managed by the LIC, which will be responsible for the pension payout. The government in its first cabinet meeting had approved a separate pension scheme for farmers with an aim to cover 5 crore beneficiaries in the first three years. Discussing the new scheme with state agriculture ministers through a video conference, Union Agriculture Minister Narendra Singh Tomar urged all states and union territories to roll out the programme at the earliest.**

**Prime Minister Narendra Modi has called for the united efforts from the global community to eliminate the terrorism from its root. Addressing the plenary session of SCO Summit at Bishkek in Kyrgyzstan, Mr Modi said that all humanitarian forces should have to unite to counter the terrorism. He said that we should make our society free from terrorism. Prime Minister Modi also called for International conference against terrorism. He said that nations supporting, promoting and funding terrorism should be held responsible and made accountable for their actions. Mr Modi also said that terrorism and drug trafficking should not be seen as a separate menace. Referring to the gruesome terror attack in Sri Lanka, the Prime Minister said that terrorism is taking the lives of innocent people daily. Mr Modi said that peace is the utmost necessary in Afghanistan. Prime Minister of Afghanistan was emphasised on sharing India’s expertise in healthcare and telemedicine with member countries. He also emphasized on people to people contact and health care services among the member countries. Giving HEALTH formula to members’ countries of the SCO, Mr Modi said that multilateral trade is the need of the hour. Mr Modi said that India has set up a helpline for the tourist of SCO countries.**

**The Reserve Bank of India has constituted a six-member committee to review the entire gamut of ATM charges and fees. In a press release, the RBI said, Chief Executive of Indian Banks’ Association VG Kannan will chair the committee consisting of senior officers from National Payments Corporation of India, SBI, HDFC Bank, Confederation of ATM Industry and Tata Communications Payment Solutions Limited. The committee will review existing patterns of costs, charges and interchange fees for ATM transactions. It is to submit its report within two months from the date of its first meeting.**

**A UN report said, Foreign Direct Investment to India grew by 6 percent to 42 billion dollars in 2018, with strong inflows in the manufacturing, communication and financial services sectors, and cross-border merger and acquisition activities. The report ranked India among the top 20 host economies for FDI inflows in 2017-18. The World Investment Report 2019, released by the UN Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) said, Foreign Direct Investment inflows to South Asia increased 3.5 percent to 54 billion dollars. The report added that India has historically accounted for 70 to 80 per cent of inflows in the subregion. Further, the growth in cross-border Merger & Acquisitions for India to 33 billion dollars in 2018 was primarily due to transactions worth 16 billion dollars in retail trade, which includes e-commerce, and telecommunication.**
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**Sports**

**icc World Cup match between India and New Zealand called off due to heavy rain in Nottingham. Both shared a point each. Rain shattered the hopes of spectators at Trent Bridge and fans all around the world as the match between India and New Zealand was called off. This was the fourth washout of this tournament, third one of the week and it’s already started to rile up the fans across the globe.**
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